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I. ._Introduction:

This report summarizes research activities carried out under DOL

Grant No. 21 - 24 - 74 - 26. Although our research has encompassed a

broad range of questions relevant to manpower utilization patterns,

r,;

most of our resources have been devoted to one specific subject, namely

the impact of private pension plans on manpower utilization. Whet
. -

resourcee_remeinedwere largely used to explore the extent of individual

movement over time within the personal distribution of earnings.

Accordingly, this report provides a sketch of how our work evolved, the

kinds of data acquired, the issues identified for a more complete

resseTeh agenda, and highlights of findings from our.iim major studies.

More complete descriptions of the activity and results of our two major

studies are contained in the separate papers which we have appended to

this report and regard as integral elements thereof. :,-

.
:

The Principal Investigator for this study was Dr. Bradley Schiller,

Dr. Itareda IIWeiss was the.loaociate Investigator, while Donald Snyder

and William Sutton were the principal research assistants. Others who

contributed significantly to the. study include Wayne Vroman, William

Bowman, Shelley LapkoffJohnlicNary,.,Sheldon Gnatt, Deborah Ague,

John Gates, Even Schaffer, Robert Long,.Michael Laufer, and Janet

Rents.

II. Background:

The mechanisms and potential for more effectivelfrikiliting our

;

labor resources are subjects orioftrotiniing Intifilist.'.41 fairly

recent interest, hOwever, are thi differential patteriie of labor supply.

- 1 -
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utilization associated 14th particular groups of workers, industries, or

.:t
employer-types- :Only:in the la0, few years, for example, have extensive

*41i 4

inquiries hest.updArtsken: to :derermine the patterns of mobility
..,

experienced byodilagdyantfged,groups and the nature of the obstacles
; ! .

which impede their hgman.calpital development and utilization. Of even

more recent intereet,ie,the.nature of training and training impact in

diffeieut-institutional .cOntextsenctuhat institutional mechanisra

affect such patterns,. these interests are reflected in current

labor harketpolicy- initiatives.

In assessing the aVolutiOnf.these research and policy interests

we may note that increasibggttention hasbeeprfocused on macroeconomic
:

phenomena. This shift of interest has'occurrpd for tworeasons. First,

recognition oethe fact that macroeconomic-shifts depend on macroeconomic

adjustments has grown. 'Second, we have come to realize that policy
/t

intervention at the macroeconomic level is often the most effective and

accessible meaShism for ihdddidg debired.labpr,market_outcpmes.

Spurring interest in macroeconomic phenomena are the resUlts'of

early labor-grouvspecific, firmrspecific, and industry - specific studies.

Doeringer and Fiore, for example, were among the first to call special

attention to the unique properties of what they termed internal labor

markets. According to their analysis, labor supply and utilization

behavior within a firm are constrained by a separate and unique system

of entry, seniority, career pattern, and retirement guidelines. Thus,

internal labor markets can both withstand shocks from the external
. _

(or general) labor market -and also influence developments in the

market. As a consequence, we must.know how internal labor markets

5
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behave if wear& to.understand and help 'shape labor supply utilization

-*

lit

te of the continuing constraints on further work in this area

has been the difficulty of asseMblingseaninful data on longitudinal

experienies of individual workers, firms, or employer-types. Pew firms

retaiincomplete records on the mobility of individual workers over

extended periods of time. Where they are maintained they are not

always available or are accessible only at considerable cost. Even

greater obstacles have impeded the study of external labor market

patterns of mobility. In a word, longitudinal data have been'scarce.

That makes more complete analysis now possible is the long - awaited

availability of the longitudinal Employer -EmployeeDate (LEER)- file

compiled -14 the Social Security Administration. With this sample it is
,t. . -6,

now possible to examine mobility patterns in internal, and external

labor markis in great detail. We can determine, for example, the

extent of employer attachment for different groups of workers in

different employment contexts. We can also determine to what extent.

employer attachment leads to more intensive human capital develMent,

as reflected in an employee's earnings mobility.

In recognition. of this .convergence of policy interests aidAsti.

sources, we,proppsed to begin an exploration of the tEED file, 4:-

utilizing it to address.issuesof immediate policy concern. With tha

support of the Office of Manpower Research and Development we undertook

the specific task of determining how private pension plans have altered

firm attachment patterns, i.e., the question of whether or not a worker's



r ! .lirty. sir 4 :
e. '.

decision to remain with a particular firm is influenced by the

characteristics of the firm's pension 'plan. A second major study was

designed to'determine the extent of,change (or mobility) in individual

earnings Oveiltie typical work life, an inquiry which could provide

the foundation fot more comprehensive analysis of specific manpower

r,
utilization patterns manpowei training). The nature and content

of these twO'stUdies are described in the following sections, along

with their prinCipal findiagi. The last section describes some of our

additional activity and a suggested research agenda.

1 I ,

III. The Pension Study

The primary objective of the pension study was to determine.the

extent to which private peision plans influenced the firm attactiMent
. .

decisions of individual workers. interest in this subject wasblsed

not only 04 a gineral concern for Tibor market efficiency but also

on Congressional passage -of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act (ERISA) of 1974. If workers' attachment decisions are significantly

influenced by pension plan characteristics, then the efficient

allocation of laixottteiOurcea 1;0 be impaired. On the other hand, if

firm attachment is significantly increased by 'liberal' pension plan

characteristics, thenfips,mey be less reluctant to complywith-the:,3

objectives and requirements of ERISA,,thereby assuring workers more.:;,..

income, security. Accordingly, we sought to determin<how,specific

characteristics of pt4vate pension plans -- particularly vesting,

retirement eligibility, and benefit levels -- altered, individual attach-
0.,

meut
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A. Data and Methodology

In order to ascertain the nature of these relationships, we
1, "

needed both (1) a longitudinal record of individual employee attach-

ments and (2) a description of the pension plans available to the

employee at each employer. The former need was satisfied by the LIED

file, but the latter required supplementary data collection. Details

on the characteristics of private pension plans were gathered from the

public files maintained by the Labor & Management Services Administra-
. a.

tion (LMSA) of the U.S. Department of Labor. This required intensive

use of project manpower, for the purpose of finding, then coding

information fommeach firm's file. Pension plan characteristics

were assembled for nearly 300 firms.

By matching individual workers with our sample of firms forwhichh,

we had assembled pension data, it was possible to relate attachment de-
-4

visions to pension plans. By identifying important differences in, the

characteristics of such plans, it became possible to relate difference,

in attachment patterns to differences in pension plans, an exercise

that was the principal focus of our inquiry. The effort was carried out

in amultivetiate framakori, itself based on an analytical model

which woritleveloped.

B. Principal Findings
-

.-

Our analysis of the relationship betweenpension,plancharacteristies

and firm attachment patterns clearly demonstrates that pension plans are
. . ..-

an important determinant of firm exit rates. In general, we found that

the promise of vesting, retirement eligibility, aid higher benefit

- 5 -



levels tends to increase firm attachment (reduce exit rates) among

workers approaching such status while the ettatmeent.nf. retirement,

eligibility significantly reduces attachment (increnses firm exit).

Because we have tried to measure the impact of specific pension

plan provisions on specific age cohorts, it is difficult to summarize

all of our significant findings. however, we can describe some of the

highlights. With respect to inter-firm comparisons, we found,', for

example, that the availability of a standard vesting option (available

between the ages 40-44; typically, age 40 with 10 years of service)

tends to reduce a firm's exit rate by 4.24 percentage points below-that., .
which would exist in the absence of a vesting option. The holding.

power of the standard vesting option is strongest for younger cohorts,

as is manifest by the 6.09-point drop in the-exit rate of the cohort

age 35-39. These are very substantial impacts, particularly_, in yiew of

the fact that the average, annual firm exit rate we observed was only.,

10 percent.

The promise of higher monthly pension benefits tends to reduce firm

exit rates among those approaching retirement eligibility (age 55-61),

by an average of .02 percentage points for every added dollar oeiddthty

benefits. For those already eligible for retirement, however, each.

added dollar of benefits increases firm exit by .11percentage points.

Thus, the size of monthly benefits acts as a powerful determinant of

firm attachment patterns.

Our findings for firms are mirrored in our findings for individual

workers. The probability of an individual worker leaving his ei6iloyer



drops as vesting status or retirement-eligibility approaches. Once

either early or normal retirement eligibility is attained, however, the

I:1;1%
probability of exit jumps by as much as .28.

We also noted that wages are an important influence on individuals'

exit decision!, withigher wages generally Anhibiting exit. But we

also observed- that the promise of big* penspn,:henefits.can be mare

effective than higher wages, in Wding a worker to his employer. Among

nen aged 55-61, for example, a 0.00 increase in promised monthly pension

benefits appear to restrain exit as much as a $1,000 increase in

current annual salary.;

C. Policy Significance

Our findings on the impact of private pension plans on firm attach-
...

sent tend to undescore the importance of pension plan reforms. Clearly,

more "liberal" private pension plena will diminish labor mobility,

especially among prime7aged workers. This impact may impair labor

market efaciency, and thus lead tot3.ose_of potential output. To

reduce such #efficiencies,pension benefits would have to be less tied
M

to individual firms, either by substituting public for private plans

or by increasing the portability of accumulating private pension rights.

From a private employer's perspeqive, howeiver, firm-specific

pension plans appear to offer some important advantages. First,of all,

firms possess the potential to alter voluntary attachment decisions

by altering pension plan characteristics. Secondly,'1t appears that the

added costs of more generous pension plan proviitcns can be it least

partially recouped from the cost savings associated with reduced

employee turnover.

_y
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IV. The Relative Earnings Ntobility Study

The Jsecond principal inquiry undertaken by the research project

was an exploration of mobility patterns in the personal distribution

of earnings. A great deal of research on labor markets and manpower,

programs has suggested that short-run changes in earnings are common-

place. But at the same time, other research has demonstrated that the

shape of the personal distribution of earnings is relatively rigid.

Together, these observations suggest that either (1) there is a lot
- J

transitory variation in earnings, with no significant, longer-term
e .:4

changes in relative status, or (2) that there is extensive, longer-term

("permanent") mobility between points of the earnings distribution.

Clearly, resolution of these alternatives is of immediate

relevance to a host of manpower issues, among them the utility of and

pay-off to manpower training. If income changes are transitory in

character, then there is no reason to believe that manpower training

'pays' (or that previous, short-run evaluations are meaningful). On

the other hand, if significant, 'permanent' earnings changes are both

possible and prevalent, then manpower training efforts would appear to

be well-founded.

The immediate focus of this study, then, was the extent of

mobility (change) in individual earnings over the typical working

life.

A. Data and Methodblogy

The LEBD'file Vas ideally suited for this inquiry, as it-not only

details the earnings of an individual worker over time (1957.41)i but

8
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also praikesqhe dati from which entire earnings distribution can be

constructed. The first task:of-the study was to construct such

distributions for each year of the observation period, for all covered

males. By partitioning each distribution into twenty proportional,

hierarchical segments ("ventiles"), it became possible to assign each

-.individual to a rank in any given year's earnings distribution. The

critical research and policy questions was Bien formulated id ifiiie

*
terra, Lap do people change ranks over their working 'lives?

%

Because earnings levels are heavily influenced by the length of

work experience, it was deemed desirable to distinguish between that

amount of earnings mobility attributible to age differentials and that

attributible to differences in the content of work experience. The

really important issues addressed by-this study focused on the latter .

kinds of mobility, i.e., that brought about by specific training,

occupational, or indUstri choices. Hence, we revised.the methndology.to

highlight such changes, a procedure which involved. constructing

separate earnings distributions for each five-year age cohort in.every

year. Thus, our measure of status became an individdalts rank

("cohort ventile position") in the earnings distribution unique to his

age cohort; our measure of earnings mobility was the change in that rank.

.$

Predictions of what observed mobility patterns night look like

were developed on the basis of several well-known models of the labor

market. The inquiry then focused on comparing actual patterns of

nobility tsuch predictions, a procedure which not only provided a

*
It should be noted that this procedure automatically adjusts for

inflation and changes (if any) in the shape of the size distribution of
earninfo.

12



more substantive basis for interpreting mobility experiences, but also

tested the validity of alternative theoretical models.
.r:

B. Principal Findings
1

The salient finding of our study was that relative earnings

mobility is pervasive, with over 70 percent of all workers changing

(cohort} earrings 'silks over a fifteen year period. The average distance

of such moves was 4.22 ventiles, or apprOxiiately one-liith (21

percentiles) of the way across the earnings distribistion: Moreover,

earnings mobility appears to be a phenomenon which.is common to all ..

age groups.

There are discernible exceptions, however, to the general pattern

le:

of extensive relative earnings mobility. First of all, we have noted

a tendency forblack males to be less mobile,nd even more markedly,

a tendency for them to fall further and more frequently from higher

earnings ranks, once attained. These observations suggest a strong

element of discrimination, and are particularly disturbing in view of

the years covered (1957771).

The second exceptiOn to the genial pattern of mobailty.nssurs

at the extremes of the earnings distiibutiOir-with workers in.the

lowest and highest ranks exhibiting significantly less mobility than

everyone else.

C. Policy Implications "

The extensive relative earnings mobility we hate observed pxovidee

strong support for the notion that training mechanism are an important
. ,

-10--
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determinant of earnings profiles, i.e., that longterm changes in
T

earnings capacity are both possiblened prevalent. In particular, our

examinationgoflternative labor market models seems to suggest that

on-the-jobstraini4 models can best predict observed mobility patterns.

The basic notion here is that one can materially improve one's expected

lifetime earnings by sacrificing some current earnings and engaging

in some form of skill-development experience (e.g., an apprenticeihip

kind of atmosphere). If this model is in fact representative of labor

markets, then the appropriate inference is that manpower training programi

are well- founded.

The very general support for training programs provided by our

study does not, of course, indicate what kinds of training or training

mechanisms are appropriate for any particular population group.

Ideally, we would like to identify the industries in which mobility rates

are highest, and begin to explain hou such high rates of mobility come

about. Such an effort would begiit to provide some guidelines for the

orientation of training efforts.

r.

We should also note that the high rates of relative earnings

mobility we have observed imply that short-run evaluations of manpower

programs mmstbe interpreted with caution. The basic objective of such

programs is to induce long-term, ("permanent") improvement in an

individual's earnings capacity. In an environment where both short-

and long-term mobility is pervasive, we cannot be assured that obseived

short-run changes are representatiim of longer term patterns.

14



V. Other Work

4

In addition to the two principal studies undertaken by our

research project, some effort was expended exploring and developing

other issues; Among these, the subject of manpower training programs.

received the most attention, particularly in the early stages of

project activity. The focus of this effort was on the impact of
, .

manpower training, as perceived in a longitudinal context. As
,..

suggested by our analysis of relative earnings mobility, short-run

changes in the earnings of manpower- program graduates may not be fully

representative of long-run impact. Bence, the manpower training study

was to measure longer-term impacts wtile also prOviding some indication

of the kinds of training (Onus. institutional) and the kinds of

initial post-training placement (industry and fire size) that appeared

to maximize such impadt. Data for this effort wad obtained from the

Manpower Administration, and consists of inforWation on approximately

5,000 MDT& terminees who were enrolled in the'program during the year's

1963 to 1968. This data set was merged with the LEED files thereby

providing a fifteen-year record of earnings (including both pre - and

post-program years). Although analysis of these records was beguiWthe

manpower training study was terminated when it became apparent that the

budget constraints of the project required exclusive attention to the

higher priorities of the project, as discussed with ODD personnel.

Besides the manpower training study, most additionaltesehrch

effort was expended bn further exploration .of the project's two-central

studies, i.e., pensions and relative earnings mobility. With respect to

pensions, considerable manpower has been devoted to examining the

- 12 -
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potential for an expansion of the data set to include more firms and to

identify the impact on mork attachment of firm-specific pension plan

changes (in a longitudinal context). With respect to relative earnings

mobility, some effort has been devoted to preliminary explorations of

the causal relation between firm of industry attachment and earnings

mobility.

- 13 -
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Relative Earnings nobility in t1e United Stites

Bradley It. Schiller
*

Accumulated evidence suggests that the shape of the income and

earnings distributions in the United States is fairly fixed, perhaps even

immune to major changes in economic conditions and public policy (Budd 00;

Rolle (16); Schults (SS); Soltow (38); Thurow and Lucas (41)]. But weal'

know very little about how mobile individuals are within that rigid size

distribution despite the abundance of hypotheses that have been offered to

"explain" such (Wmobility. On the one hand, individuals may he highly

mobile across discrete points of the aggregate distribution, suggesting a

conventional musical chairs game (to the tune of the human capital school

fight song) in which the position of the chairs themselves is the only thing

that never changes. On the other hand, the rigid shape of the aggregate

distribution is equally compatible with a total lack'of personal mobility --

a game, as it were, that individuals play by remaining in their chairs until

the music (played by dual labor market theorists and other structuralists)

is over.

These extremes of relative' income movement have profoundly different

implications for our views of income distribution and economic opportunity,

as a member of model builders have stressed. The conventional (neoclassical)

musical chairs situation implies a high degree of equality in opportunities,.

University of Maryland. Financial support for this research was
provided by the Manpower Administration, U.S Department of Labor and the,
University of Maryland's Computer Science Center. William T. Sutton provided
valuable computational assistance.

17
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I :":
and perhaps in life-time economic well-being as well ILillard (21)1. The

other game implies a lack of opportunity -- a highly stratified economic
!3" r"*" : . '"

structure -- and inequalities in lifetime Well -being iehich are fat greater

than observed inequalities of current' iialie: vispect to economic

behavior, the musical. chairs view enhances the potential importance of
: . . .4 .. .

individual decision.making, esnecipily vis -a -vis career patterns and hums&,.. T..- ",.. ; r: .
capital levestment. High mobility (variability) around a more stable. lone. j c Se ..:. '

run earningseparh also enhances the view that,sensumpti.on decisions ere
. .:: :. ": .

guided by perpanmq. rfl.91a" . ..:arrratt,, income perspectives. On the
. ..) . ".ti

other hand, if every: relative position is fixed, then both the signift -.

canes of individual decision-making and the distinction betweenperminent

pnA A" at diminished. ,
Given the importance of individual

:1.:
for

-4. . r

assessing the tppr5riateneRs of plternaivetheories and policies, it is

somewhat surprising that ,,o much empirical attention,has been devoted to
1.".tb r. 3: t: .

the shape of the size distribution og incur, pr4 In tittle to the question

of what is ),PrIZ0,14" "- that distribution 1 What few

clues we have on this subject are large)y confined to retropective studies

of occupational status change [Blau & Duncan (5); l'arnes (27, vol. 'I)] or

preliminary impression" from../imited ;ongitudpkal, studies Al'arnIs..(27,.

vol. 2-3); Norge* (26) Kohea (n). Taubman (39).1, The purpose .of this, r
".1.:":1"

., A t t. '.. .

Iliad thitiepiarely'theoretidal level, ii is difficult "tO. Coiaprebend"
I'

-

her so many theories of fffTgate dieriel!utio.can.,t4ve been formulated , %
i

(e.g., arofentreiiiiir .(7) it lidall (22); Pcn (28)1 wiiiviut more consideration
of how mobile individuals are in terms of relative income and what factor.
might account tqr..such.mobility.. ?erhaci. l'ereto wafleeding-us doom .007
wrong road whelhe_directid us tow.ardi univer'sal, nithfmatical charicc.erlaa-.....; , i
time of .tiklica9e.iiistkibutinn, "the kind of tinquImien. l!tilcla..hgvi..eicourilitah.,
neglect 441 liidiliidiial mobility and 'aielfire.'

18
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3

paper is to. help fill this empirical void by ,examining individual earnings

patterpa.in a longitudinal framework.J1957771),,using Social Security

earnings records as a data base.

The paper begins with a brief introduction to the data source, then

a discussion of the statistical framework (transition matrices) used for ....

summarizing our empirical observations. The third section providqa review

and restatement of hypotheses offered to explain (im)mobility of individual

relative earnings. The fourth section tests these hypotheses against the

data, first on.the basis .of all. workers ta.the sample, then on the basis

of race and individual age. cohorts. ..Cyclical.pheaotne.aa..ara explored .in the

fifth section, by using.alternative observation years. The paper concludes

with a general summary and conclusions.

The principal finding of this inquiry is that relative earnings

mobility is extensive among employed males, both across and within age

cohorts, thus lending considerable support to those labor market models that

predict high rates of mobility. Of the models tested, the onrthe-job

training variant of.human capital models stands out in this regard, while

serious doubts emerge about those models that postulate varying degrees of

segmentation or immobility. But we also find that black male workers do .

not share fully in the general pattern of mobility; these racial differences

in earnings mobilityprovide evidence of at least some.selective segmentation

(discrimination). Additional findings are highlighted in Setion IV. ,

19
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I. The Data

43n ,order M determine, the, asste.nr.1 of nobility rflatiwe .e1rninge

over time we :meted to know the'ect144"d4stributiors of - earnings

as well as each worker's position therein. The only data source capable 9g...,

satisfying both requirements .i.p.Ahe, longitudinal earnings records maintained

by the SocialiSecurity.Admintatratton. Accordingly, we employ the 1014*I'

tudinal.13mployer-Employee.Dege.(LEED) file of -SSA records, :which contains

quarterly.obeervations oniindl.vidpg.;parn-tngp-,bistories for .one percent .of

all coversd.eareerS.1.:The linique.:and.olterthelming advantages of tbs:VW

file are- (1) sheer .(2)- longitudinal. continuity, nearlyynivere#11.)

coverage (over.00percent of, all wage and salary.woxiters, are now..covered),

(4) detail. CM firsa and'industry.. attachment and::..:(5).. xeiiabilityt. On. the.

last point it is important to note that approx4,ma.tely trrsq.pfrcent,,of all

workers have-eairnings .14:03cces.s of SSA, tax ceil.ingsp. and/ that SSA extra-

polates from qtarttlly emmingsto4eriya.ennual earning:: estimates, for

group...Although those estimates. turn out .to be very crude approximations..,,v,

for the highestnincome.gronMnthoy are adequate for. :assigning

to broad subdivisions of. the aggregate distributionm Ahatmake thaSSA

data particulariy=appenling OrorettAP41,poot of view is

focus on labor earnings: *lone,: andwthoe on the 01/2=eolgeo of labor market

processes. 2 .t

Although the L. file isohvi,onsly ys.p..-suited for. an ArelOCALVAtg,

earnings mobility,.. 14 nmt.petftsch.. tpaxttalt:14/: ,effirets is J.124:441Fice.

2See Thurow (40) for a discussion of the differences in labor and
nonlabor income determination. We should also note that annual earnings
are the largest component of total income as well as the largest source of
variability in family incomes over time (Horgan (26); Smith (37)).
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of data on education and occupation, which limits our ability to explain

observed nobility patterns. In addition, SSA records cannot distinguish

between (A) a move from covered employment to noncovered employment

(principally federal and various state and local jobs) and (B) a move to

unemployment or nonparticipation status. Hence, the data is best suited

for a study of mobility among persons continuously in covered employment,
.: :2

and we shall concentrate on this subpopulation.
3

The present inquiry focuses on a sample of 74,227 men from the LEED

file. To be included in the sample, male workers had to satisfy the fol-
. 7::

lowing conditions:
:

-

(i) between the ages of 16 and 49 in 1957, the first year of our

observation period;

(ii) at least $1,000 of earnings in 1957;

-

(iii) earnings in 1971, the final year of our observation period.
1.

Conditions (i) and (iii) are imposed to assure a sufficiently extended

longitudinal framework, without including workers who begin working at

unusually early ages or continue working past typical. retirement ages: Even

when we limit ourselves to observations of those workers employedin both

1957 and 1971, however, our mobility mediures may be overly influenced by

people, particularly youth, who had little attachment in 1957but later

moved into the labor force on a full-time basis. In fact, two-thirds of

the youngest cohort (aged 16-19) earned leis than $1,000in 1957, most

3
Not all "covered" earnings are reported, of course; many employers

(most notably employers of domestic help)"do;notreport wages or pay the "
required taxes. But this problem is not likely to affect our results sig-
nificantly, as we restrict our observations to male workers with substantial
work experience.
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of it presumably from summer or part-time jobs. Although the later mobility

of these individuals is of interest, our primary concern is to gauge the

extent of their mobility from the point of substantial labor market partici..

pation. Accordio$4,condition (ii) restricts our .observations to the group

of workempho.earned at least $1,000 in 1957 (one thousand.hqure,at.the

minimum wage), a group I refer to as "attached, workers." The.objective of

the inquiry is to determine how the, relative earnings of these workers
fs

changed during, the :subsequent fourteen years.

II. The Statistical Framework

Our measuref relative earnings mobility is Interms of discrete

distances across the earnings distribution. As noted aboye, the.earnings

data compiled by the Social Security Administration allow us to reconstruct
'. #0

an asee.,twm. A4,Atribution,.forany given year. This has been ,done for each

year of the observation period, using the entire one- percent ICED file of

,

male workers as a data base. Each year's distribution has then been sub-

divided into twenty proportional parts ("ventilei"). With this information

we can assign each of our 74,227 sampled male workers to a point (ventile)

"Li z
in the earnings distribution of any given year, based on his actual earningi

of that year, then determine whether or not he moves to another ventile it

.-

subsequent years.

The advantage of focusing on changes in relative earnings rather

than on changes in absolute earnings is twofold. First, it is consistent
_ .

with the 'relative status perspective which we assume most .people, share;

that is to say, we assume that most peqple evaluate their socioecopomic..

ao
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status in relative terms, by deciding whether they are behind, ahead of, or

just keeping up with the Joneses. Second, it automatically adjusts for

changes in money wages (inflation) and for any shifts that might be occuring

in the aggregate (size) distribution. What it does not tell us, of course,

is whether or not the mean distance (measured in dollars) between points of

the distribution are increasing or not, a measure of change in the size

distribution of earnings and hence of equality in status.
4

Although the focus on relative, rather than absolute earnings is

desirable, it still poses a conceptual problem. A change in relative earnings

over a fifteen year period may be due to either of two phenomena, namely;

(1) a change in relative age, i.e., experience, or (2) work experience which

is qualitatively different from that of other workers of similar age. That

is to say, total mobility is a function of both inter- and intracohort

mobility.

The distinction between the two kinds of mobility is illustrated in

Figure 1. The three curves represent the age-earnings profiles specific to

three cohorts, the 'younger' (r), the 'older' (0), and the 'middle' (4) aged

groups. Two phenomena are noteworthy here. First, because there is a die..

tinct relationship between age (experience) and earnings,5 our observations

4
More specific consideration of these issues is contained in McCall

(23) and Ruggles (32), both of whom use Social Security records as an
empirical base.

5
See Ruggles and Ruggles (32) or Vroman (in 13) for an empirical;

summary of actual age-earnings profiles. As Ruggles and Ruggles demonstrate,
cross-sectional views of the age-earnings relation obscure the fact that
individual cohorts continue to experience absolute earnings gains throughout
their working lives; the cross-sectional profiles are attributable to higher
earnings gains for younger cohorts. The same kind of profile Appears is
Figure l due to the fact that we have plotted relative rather than absolute
earnings. A more limited sample of longitudinal profiles is analyzed by
Taubman (39).

23
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I :

of relitiVewiosition are "sensitive to the place of each cohort in the age-

experience spectrum, i.e., to th tieing of our observations. Notice in

particUlar'hoitUelight obbeilie a high degree of rigidity at the top of

'thi earnings diettibution, together with a lot of nobility in the lower

4entiles, itour obiervation points happened-to coincide with t1 and tr
11 II :1

r . -
Second,.nbte:that the age earnings profiles reflect the average experience

ofran'efiiire"cohoit, and may obscure a lot of intracohort mobility around

that average: -

We must decide, then, what kind of mobility is of greater interest.

1,0M.

Do-we tend tdrgange (and enjoy) our s6tus.in relation to all other workers

-1 N. )11 ..:
or to Tettrice*t comparisons to oiily those of approximately the same age

(and:nele4id lied?)? If the latWkind of comparison is more common, then

.:1,

the age-nahitigs profile of each cohort, rather than the entire earnings

distribution, 'is the appropriate basis for evaluating mobility. IntracOhort

observations also seem more appropriate from a theoretical viewpoint, particu-

larly if we want to evaitiaee mobility in terms of a competing labor market

models, as we shall dIsbAss'beim.

te. I.,t rt
To isolate int6colert movethent,' we have reconstructed the earnings

. s

V*
.

distributions specific io'eacbtiv&-year age cohort and again partitioned

. 4

each into ventiles. Thus, each worker is assigned not only a rank (VP) in

the-'aggregate earnings distribution for all workers, but also a rank (CVP,

.t

or cohort ventile position) in the distribution for his age cohort; it is

the latter measure which serves as the focus of our present inquiry. Uence,

25
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we end up describing how much the earnings of any given worker change in

relation to the earnings of other (attached) workers his own age.
6

.Table 1 indicates the earnings boundaries of each cohort ventile in

1957 and 1971, gorselected cohorts. Thus, for example, a 32-year-old worker

earning.$5,090in .1957 was in the thirteenth ventile of his cohort's earnings

distributiqp. Suppose that.fourteeniears later he is earning $9,000.

Prom the table we see that this implies:a reduction -in relative earnings, as

$9,091 is the earnings ceiling for the tenth ventile among workers aged

45-49 in 1971.

What we seek to determine, then, is whether and to what extent people

move from one cohort-specific ventile to another over the course of their

working lives. The basic output of our'inquiry isoa,seties of transition

matrices linking each individual's cohort ventilelposition in one year

(CV12140) to his position in a subsequent year (CVPi(t111)); a move from

CVP
(t)

to CVP
0

is our basic measure of 'relative earnings mobility.

The transition matrix contained in Table 2:provides an illustration

of our basic output. In this case we have depicted the relative mobility of

our entire sample of 74,227 males, expressed in percentages; in terms of our

earlier notation, CVP
(t)

refers to 1957 and CVP
(t+)

to 1971. Thus, Table 2

i

indicates Mil.extent of relative earnings movement over a 15-year period

experienced. by individuals, classified on the basis of their relative cohort

position in 1957.

It is worth noting that the intracohort mobility accounts for most
of the mobility we Asetiti gist is to say, intracohort mobility overwhelms

intercohort mobility -- experience per se is not as important as the nature
of that experience in determining relative earnings growth.

26
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Table 1. Earnings Boundaries for Cohort-Specific Ventiles, 1957 & 1971,

For Selected Cohorts

1957
Ventile age: 20-24 30-34 45-49

1 $ 187. $ 342. $ 320.

2 395. 914. 857.

3 616. 1539. 1471.

4 843. 2105. 2031.

5 1071. 2622. 2522.

6 1326. 3072. 2961.

7 1594. 3496. 3379.

8 1859. 3811. 3732.

9 2119. 4091. 4009.

10 2387. 4370. 4313.

11 2636. 4653. 4634.

12 2891. 4932. 4956.

13 3147. . 5219. 5281.

14 3412. 5521. 5646.

15 3683. 5850. 6070.

16 3951. 6252. 6579.

17 4270. 6744. 7248.

18 4683. 7452. 8234.

19 5889. 9501. 11267-.

20 ---- ..... ----

Average
Earnings $2502. $4451. $4833.

27
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1971

20-24 30-34 45-49

$ 254. $ 853. $ 879.

566. 2159. 2443.

900. 3372. 3708.

1228. 4448. 4888.

1568. 5397. 5829.

1930. 6192. 6629.

2343. 6905. 7286.

2792. 7442. 7831.

3252. 7944. 8442.

3726. 8500. 9091.

4216. 9066. 9758.

4714. 9631. 10436.

5216. .10219. 11145.

5734. 10841. 11912.

6283. 11527. 1835.

6897. 12310. 14068.

7510. 13429. 15628.

8325. 14955. 17801.

9898. 17664. 20000.

---. ---- .---

$4192. $8865. $10354.
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There are no observations in tae first two rows of Table 2 because

we excluded workers who earned less than $1,000 in 1957, enough to exceed '

the first two Venale-Celiings in all cohorts. Thus, our observations begin

in the third row, generally a group of very low paid workers. Reading across

that row tells us that 24.2 percent of these workers had actually fallen

still lower down the earnings distribution by 1971, while 9.7 percent had

just maintained their relative status. The remainimg 66.1 percent, of

course, had improved their relative position by that time, although few

people managed to make the Horaiko Algier climb froll the low end of the..:

distribution Vb its highest range (P3,20 In the. Same vein, few of thOse
)

4.

who began at the top of the income distribution in 1957 fell to its lowest

points by 1971: there were as few riches-to-rags stories as rags-to-riches

ones. In between these extremes* however, there wva. extensive aobilityas

witnessed by the low concentration in the diagonal" elements P JO'
Table3 provides summary measures of the mobility detailed in Table-

2. Perhaps the single most meaningful index of w9bility is the correlation

coefficient, r. Here we note that r has a value of .15, suggesting that

there is virtually no linear relationship between CVP
i(1957)

and CVP
i(1971).

11:

The other measures of mobility depicted in Table 3 attempt to convey

the extent of Movement experienced by our highly mobile sample. In this

regard, the mean absolute change (average absolutedeviationis of pat cu ar
- .

interest, and is observed to be 4.22 ventiles, or approximately 17 percentiles

across the cohort earnings distribution. The extent of mobility experienced

by the individuals from each 1957 ventile is shown as well; the figures

29



Table 3.

1957

Cohort Ventile

Summary measures of Intracobortbbility, 1957-1971

Mean Absolute Percent Mean Algebraic
c*' '.Change' Immobile Change

1

2

---

...,. ---

---

---

---
n:

01.1

3 4.26 352 3.577

4 4.01 33 . 2.90 ,

5 4.04 30 2.56

6 4.31 26 2.54

7 4.08 26 : 1.91

8 4.13 25

9 3.98 24
.6!e

10 -4:05 23 .31

11 3.82 24 .54

12 3.!92 24 -..87

13 3.93 24 -1.48

14 4:27 25. -2.32

15 4.34 25:, -2.82

16 4.45 27 -3.30

17. 4.56 28 -3.73

18 '4;75 31 -4.27

19 4.51 42 -4.19

20 4.12 48
,

Total 4.22 292 TAO
,....

(3.82) (5.61)

Correlation coefficient - .150

N 74.227

30
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suggest that the extent of mobility experienced dois not vary substantially
37

across 1957 ventiles.

lean absolute changes in relative position may, of course,. disgulpe.
5 :

a lot of immobility if the means are overly influenced by the experiences,

of a small number of highly mobile people. Accordingly, -'a second measure

of mobility is depicted in Table namely, the percentage of people who:;

move less than two ventiles. A move from one ventile to another may encompass.

a distance of anywhere from 0 to 10 percentiles and may thus obscure a lot.ul.,

of immobility. Hence, we designate ACVP < 2 as "little or-no mobility."

By this standard, 29 percent of the entire 'sample although

there are marked differences across 1957 ventiles: -Notice in particular the

significantly higher rates of immobility in the highest and lowespi1957

ventiles: the relative status of people at the' top or bottom of the earnings

distribution is significantly more stable than the status of those in the

broad middle ranges of the distribution.

Finally, we depict the mean algebraic movement of the sample and

each of the 1957 cohort ventiles. The overall algebraic decline in status

results from the fact that we imposed a floor under 1957 ventile positions

but not under 1971 positions; otherwise the mean algebraic move for the aet

entire sample would be zero and of no interest. In examining the algebraic

movement of the separate 1957 ventiles, a "regression towards the mean" is

clearly discernible, implying more equality of lifetime earnings than is

evident in the figures for any particular year.

7
A difference of approximately 0.2 between ventile means is

statistically significant at the .05 level, however.
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III. Theoretical Expectations

As interesting as Tables 2 and 3 are, they do not emit any obvious

standards of mobility. Is the fact that 66.1 percent of those in a low 1957

ventile moved up the distribution over the ensuing fourteen years signifi-

cant? Should wrile concerned that 29 percent of the sample waeimmobilel

Is an averageove of 4.22 ventiles important? In other words, what kind of

mobility do we consider "a lot" or "a little" and can we develop some sten.

dards.for evaluating the mobility we observe?

To some extent, standards for assessing, relative earnings mobility

can be fashioned out of comvtingmedels_of labor. market behavior. At one

extreme, for example, would be models ofrigid segmentation, particularly

those that emphasize discrimination predicated on class origins rather than,

say, race or sex [Bowles (6); Schiller (33,35)1. . If everyone's, opportunities

were narrowly circumscribed by parental socioeconomic status -- e.g., via

neighborhood schools and occupational "connections'' -- then we would observe

little or no relative status change either across or within generations. In

terms of our statistical framework, wha,t we would observe would be a trust-

tion matrix with all major diagonal entries equal to one and .all nondiagonal
,

entries equal to zero.
8

From this perspective "mobility" could be gauged in

81t is interesting to note that there are other models of labor
market behavior that also yield diegonaljnetrices. In a world where oppor»
tunities were neither constrained nor enhanced by soci4-class factors; natural
ability would tend to dominate relative ststue.opeortuinity, especially if one
downgrades the random kind of error often referred to es luck or chance. From
this perspective, relative status depends, on genetic, rather than social-class
origins tHerrnstein (37), but also Conlisk (9)]. Consequently; observibg a '
diagonal matrix would not settle the "nature vs. nurture" controversy; but
only fan the existing flues.

!:.
32
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termPbf ghe'sdurtif-deviatiOns from the diagonal i.e.,

1-Pj400, perhaps weighted to account for the distance of

13

in terms of

movement.
9

Not all models of segmentation are so rigid, of course. dodels of

discrimination based on race or sex (rather than Ciais) postulate nondiagonal

entries,but expect them to be differentiated by the presence of 'preferred'

or 'nonpreterred' workers [Becker2), Purstenberg (13), Bergmann (4)3. Pre-

suwably, what, they envision for our sample is a matrix that confines all

black workers to the upper left corner of the matrix, i.e., to P where

j,k < b, the boundary between 'black jobs' and 'white jobs.'

The more general model of dual labor marketi yields a matrix in which

mobility is similarly bounded, but not exclusively by race or sex. The essen-

tial feature of such models is the duality barrier which separates 'primary'

(or 'core') from 'secondary' (or 'peripheral') markets: it is asserted that

few workers hurtle that barrier [see Doeringer and Piore (11), Gordon (14),

Wachter (42) ]. Thus, dual labor market theorists should anticipate empty.
.

cells in the upper right andlower left corners of our matrix, i.e.i.in

cells where j>d, k<d or vice versa.

Dual labor market theorists are not so ezplicig,. however, about

their predictions for the remaining cells. One might suggest, though, that

ventile assignments within the secondary market are essentially random,

since it is postulated that age and experience do not pay off in that market.

That is to say, there are no 'better' or 'worse' career paths in the

Alternatively, we could simply compute a X
2

statistic to determine
the likelihood of observing our sample matrix, given the assumption of rigid
segmentation in the underlying population; however, such calculations are
meaningless with samples of the size we are observing.
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secondary market that will systematically alter relative earnings positions.

But what abOui eainings.mobility within the primary market? It has suggested

that relative wages in the primary sector are rigidly fixed by custom (Piore

(29,30)), implying very little latitude for changes in relative earnings posi-

tion, especially when adjusted for years of work experience (or age cohort).

This suggests a matrix of CVP transitions will produce P
j j'd

1 and zeros
,.,;

. .

in the remaining cells of the lower-right corner. Thus, the theoretical
i

expectations generated by dual labor market models may be summarized as:

P
j,k d

I for ibit(d,; :':.

= 1 for jusk>d, and
Pj,k

P
tk

0 for j>d..k<i and j<kr:

"re

I.

1,

To test such a model we would have to assign azventile position to d, of

course. For purposes of illustration, I will later locate d at VP = 5,

suggesting that workers in the third and fourth (1957) ventiles were in the

.secondary market.
10

The kinds of mobility expectatiors.generated by models of labor market

segmentation can be distinguished from those generated by human capital

models. As suggested earlier, the basic message of human capital theorieb'

..
10
This means that their earnings were between $1,000 and $2,223

(depending on their age cohort) in 1957, at which time thethean earnings
was $4,059 for all male workers (including those with only peripharal_labor
force attachment, i.e., those with less than $1,000 earnings in 1957).

SA
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is that individualitossess the power to alter their lifetime stream of

earnings by.making alternative sacrifices and investment decisions (Becker

(3); Lillard (21); -linter (24,25)]. If this is the case, then we would

anticipate that individuals experience distinctly different earnings streams

over time. In particular, if huMan capital theorists are correct in assuming

that, investments in one's later earnings potential entail the sacrifice of

present-earnings, then we might expect to observe considerable mobility in

relative earnings (ranks) as individuali experience the burdens and pay-offs

of their varying investment decisions: those individuall who invest heavily

should ultimately rise to the top of the earnings distribution, while small

investors should fall to the laver percentiles.

Our expectations vie -i»Wis relative edreings nobility are sensitive,

of courses, tv'the kinds 'of investment we think' important. If all human

capital investment takeW plate prior to labor: Market entry -- as too many

human capital theorists take for granted when they use years of schooling

as their only measure of such investment -- then it is conceivable that we

would, observe few changes in relative earnings positions once everyone had

entered.thezlabor market. In effect, everyone would be assigned a permanent

position (rank) in the earnings distkibution on the basis of the human capital

they broughtto the labor market. Taubman (39) has argued, even if that

capital,ianot immediately observabbat the time':Of entry, employers will

soon differentiate among workers on the basis of performance. Under these

conditions, workers will move quickly into permanent relative positions

(all P C.1), 'although the dollar distance between those positions will
3,1

grow over time: only a matrix cotaprised of the youngest post-school cohort

35
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(age 20-24) should evidence substantial departures from this expectation,

in recognition of the time it takes for labor market entrants' olocate in

their permanent human capital positions.

A very different set of expectations is generated by those inn=

capital models that emphasize on-the-job training. In particular, ahoild

'expect to observe more mobility between discrete points of the earnings

distribution -- what Mincer (24) calls "crossovers" (And we observe as

Pjk 0 0) -- where human capital investments are assumed to take place in

the 'labor market itself; that is, where experience (on the job" training)is

an important' determinant of the slope of individual earnings fUddtions.'"'In

view of the increasing recognition given to on the job training'and Invest;,G

sent Maley (15); Johnson & Hebeid (19); Mincer (25); Rosen (31)L it seems''

reasonable to anticipate considerable crossing of relative earnings posi-

tions, at least from this particular view of labor market dynamics.'

The difficulty with the OJT variant ofhuman capital models is the

empirical need to specify what is meant by a 'considerable' amount of cross-

overs. One could argue that the opportunitiel for"on theEjob training are

so numerous that all individuals have the chance to move to any point in'the

distribution. From this perspectivewe might anticipate a matrix with"All

1Pj,k * .05, with the relative position of each individual determIned hilhia'

tastes, his discount rate, and the duration of the relevant investment and

payoff periods.1/

11_
mote that this expectation is identical to that generated by models

that attribute relative status to a large and unquantified stochastic factor
called luck or chance [Friedman (12), Jencks (18)]. We shall return to this
point when we test the models in Section IV. '

t

; . .
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Although the expectation of all Pjk = .05 is not inconsistent vial

the OJT model, it does not fully reflect the richness of the model. -in

particular, Mincer and others argue that the amount of OJT investment is

reflected in the difference between actual. and potential (opportunity)'

earnings during the investment period, with the pay-off expressed as the

excess of later earnings over what they would have been in the absence of

such investment. In terms of our statistical framework,this implies that

individuals of given ability who begin in lower ventiles shoUld eiperience

=1.timore upward mobility than others with equal ability but hi e r11. n ial

earnings positions. To test this hypothesis, we would have to identify
'

workers of "equal ability" in our data set, something we'are unable to do.

Within the confines of the present data set we could test this hypothesis

only if we were willing to assume that all workers entered the labor market

with identical potential (ability) and also that our fifteen-year observation

period captured the bulk of the investment and pay-offs period, in which

case one could postulate a transition matrix will all minor diagonal elements

equal to one, i.e.,
Pj,20 1

= 1. But neither assumption is very palatable.-
Accordingly, we are compelled to evaluate the OJT model on the basis of

departures from the model described above.

A perspective which combines some of the features of both labor

market segmentation and human capital theory has been dubbed the job competi-"4
11.

tion model rrhdrow (401. According. to this view, marginal productivities are

o v
.

inherent in jobs, not people. Thus workers compete foe access tcra
Atixed

distribution of marginal productivities (jobs), either on the basis of their

trainability or employer prejudices; relative earnings positions are determined

37
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by the outcomes of the job competition. An interesting (and testable)

implication of this particular view is that movements between discrete

points of the earnings distribution will tend to be accompanied by external

job changes.

We may assert, then, that competing models of labor market behavior

do imply different relative earnings patterns over time. They are not so

well-specified, of course, that one can expect to identify a given amount

of mobility as uniquely verifying a particular model; ultimate/y, we can

distinguish between them only on the basis of subjective judgements of what

constitutes a 'little' or a 'lot' of relative earnings mobility.. In so

doing, however, we may provide some important perspectives on labor market

behavior.

IV. Findings
.

,.4

The labor market models reviewed in the preceeding section will be
;

.

tested by comparing their predicted transition matrices to the ones we
..

observe. The matrix and summary measures depicted in Tables 2 and 3 serve

as the foundation for such tests, although submatrices are generated for

blacks and for different age cohorts as the testing proceeds. With the

exception of the job competition model, each of the models is tested

separately, with a general summary provided in Section vt.12

12The competition model will be tested in a separate paper on
firm attachment patterns and payoffs, using a different subset of the

data base;

38
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A. Class Discrimination

As noted earlier, models of rigid segmentation baied on claim Or- ild'

Parental socioeconomic status imply no movement off of the major diagonal.

Such models are clearly incompatible with observed pitteths. First of ill,

we may note that only 10.6 percent of the workers in oi
.

t'sample satisfy this: ,

expectatipn; the other 89.4 percent represent deviations.' Evenen the basiC

of our more liberal measure of immobility, i.e., 'ACVFt2:' we find (Table 3)

that only 29 percent of the sample lives up to the exPeetations generated

by this model. And finally, we may recall that the' correlation coefficient

between CO
1957

and CVP,
971

amounts to only :15, suggesting pervasive mobilitr:

Uhat little support the class discrimination model does find in our rtr.

data resides at the extremes of the earnings distribution: over 33 percent..

of the lowest-paid (attached) workers remain at the bottom of the distribu-

tion, while well over 40 percent of those in the highest reaches of the

distribution remain in their position over the fifteen years of our observa-

tion period.

Racial Discrimination
A . :11

The failure of the most extreme segmentation model to account for
t.

observed mobility patterns does not dsnyp,the pospibility of discrimination

against particular subpopulationc.pf,aem class, of course. Accordingly, we

may consider an explicit test of the racial discrimination hypothesis next.

To do so, we have constructed mtransition matrix for the 6,109 blacks in

the sample, with their relative status determined by their earnings in

comparison to all workers of the same age cohort.
13

author.

13-
"his and subsequent matrices are available on request from the

39
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The simplest version of the discrimination model, namely the notion

that blacks are confined to (or "crowded into") the lower end of the earnings

distribution is not supported by our observations. To test the model, we

have to identify the boundary, b, which separates blacks and whites, of

course. Without stipulating b a priori, we can instead look for such a

demarcation in the data itself. What we find is that the 'boundary,' if

it exists, is high up into the distribution. Only 17 percent of the blacks

in our sample are confined to the first five ventiles, 50 percent- to the
.

first nine, and we must go as far as the twelfth ventile to capture 70 per -

cent of the blacks. Accordingly, it is unrealistic to postulate that blacks

are restricted to a very narrow range of (relative) earnings at the bottom
, .

of the distribution.

This is not to deny any evidence of discrimination, of course, but

only to reject the crudest models of it. There are alternative formulations.

One might hypothesize, for example, that individual blacks enter the labor

market with different bundles of skills and thus start out in a variety of

ventile positions. Having begun their careers, however, they confront

restricted opportunities for further mobility. This hypothCsis is compatible'

with our observation that there id /M3 seaningful-boundarytetwein blacks

and whites on the earnings scale; what it tuggestiris that blacks will "'

experience lets eobility than whites ante theiriiirtidg position is

determined: ''"

At first blush, it appears that this variant of the racial discrimi-

nation model is also incompatible with actual experience. tparticular,'a

correlation coefficient for black workers of .29 while almosi-double.the'
ft

40
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.value_of the total sample coefficient, still suggests pervasive mobility.

But differential patterns of mobility become apparent as the data is

examined more closely. Note in Table 4, for example, that blacks experience

a mean absolute move of 3.73 ventiles, compared to average white mobility

*of 4.22 ventiles, a difference which is Loth statistically significant (at

the .0005 level) and important. Thus, although both blacks and whites are.

"mobile," there are clear differenceCin the distance of mobility.

Another index of differential mobility is provided by our measure

of the percent immobile (ACVP<2). Overall blacks are not disproportionately

immobile (30% vs. 29%). However, the differences in rates of immobility

P.
across ventiles is striking, as Table4 attests. Notice in particular the -1

much higher rates of black immobility in the lower ventiles and the dra
e .

smUcally lower rates of black immobility at the top of the distribution.

[that this means is that black workers have an easier time staying at the

. bottomatheastributionbutaprecariouslyclifficualime clinging to

the higher earnings positions.
14

Our third measure of racial discrimination is the mean algebraic

change in relative earnings positions experienced by whites and blacks.

Our concern here is to determine whether or not blacks and whites who begin

in the same 1957 position move equal distances therefrmm. Our observations

on immobility rates already suggest a negative answer, of course. But the

algebraic deviations provide the clearest picture of just how difficult it

14
This transitory characteristic of high earnings positions for

blacks implies that high earnings might appropriately be regarded as a
"windfall and spent accordingly.
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Table 4. Comparative Meet:nobility, 1957-71

1957
Cohort.
Ventile

Percent Immobile Mean Alftebraic Change
9hite Black White Black

1

2

---

--- --- ---

mom.

---

3 35% 47%. 3.57 1.93

4 33 44 2.90 1.39

5 30 3.9 .. -2.56 '''.88

6 26 37 2.54 ,
.58

7 26 29 1.91 .42

8 " 25L=.-... 26 1.33 - .36

9 24. 20 .64 - -'.67

10 23 23
1

.31.- . :. mr.55

11

12

24

24

22

26

- .54
, . ..:

- .87.
..

-1.76

-2.34

13 24 23 :-.. %, -1.48 4:20

14 25 20 -2.4 32
4 4

-4,44

15 25 17 -2.82 -5.15
.-:

16 27 15 -3.30 -6.10

17 28 , 15 .i. -6.83

18 31 16 .,-.1:2737 -7.68

19 42 10 -4.19 -7.97

20 al 48 '.7' 07 -4.12 -7.21

Average 29% 30Z - .93
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is for blfcks cohol4 onto high relative earnings,positions. Notice'in

Table 4, for examplehat blacks from the highest 1057ventiles felloon

average, over three venciles further than similarly positioned ighitesv

t4,other hand,,blacks who started out in the lower ventiles fit 1957!.falaedf-

to achieve the higher upward mobility of whites from Chose samemanksYk.

As a concluding observation, we may note that, overall, black workers

faile4.to increase their relative status over the period 1957 Co 1971:, Their

relative gain of .15 ventiles is not only inconsequential from a socio -.

economic perspective,4but even fails to achieve statistical significance .0.:

at the .01 level, something quite unusual for this sample. What this

observation suggestsiikthat the civil rights and equal opportunity initia-

tives of the 1960s failed tobenefit black workers who were already assisi-

laced into the labor market; at best, it appears that such activity benefited

only black entrants into the labor force, workers who would not be included

in our sample of attached workers.
16

15
All of the ventilespecific differences between the algebraic

mobility of blacks and whites, as reported in Table 4, are statistically

significant st the .001 level.

16
Victor Fuchs has suggested that this conclusion. is .

warranted, as the relative status of blacks might actually have fallen
in the absence of the Civil Rights Wovement; but this is'amery-limited
concept of success (and itself unproven).

43
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C. Dual Labor Markets

As we noted in Section III, the dual labor market model cannot be

meaningfully tested unless one is willing to identify the location of the

boundary, d, between primary and secondary markets and formulate explicit

hypotheses about relative earnings behavior in each market. We have Chosen

to locate d at the fifth ventile, and compared the transition matrix of

Table 2 to the dual labor market model on this basis. As it turns out, the

substance of our findings is not sensitive to this choice. That we find

Is that the dual labor market model does little better than the more rigid
",, -..-

class discrimination model in accounting for observed mobility. Overall, only

14.8 percent of the sample fulfills tae expectations of either remaining in

the secondary market or in a fixed relative position within the primary

--ararket: -11-we-use-oor-broadet-measure-of-lmmobility (ACVP<2) in the primary

market, the predictive capability of the model increases to 30.5 percent of

the sample, still quite modest, especially in view of the fact that a

perfectly random distribution of people across ventiles would 'explain'

half of that. Hence, the expectations of the dual labor market model are

not fulfilled.

It could be argued legitimately, of course, that our sample of

attached workers does not really-represent the population envisioned by dual,

market theorists, particularly with respect-to the secondary market.4 It is

often suggested, for example, that women, blacks and teenagers comprise a

substantial proportion of the secondary labor market. Hence, we cannot

really disprove the duality hypothesis by observing high rates of mobility

among a general sample of attached male workers.

4 4
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But this objection is not wholly convincing. First of all, our

data at least suggest that vast numberi of males move out of low-paying

jobs into better ones, thus .refuting the notion of a self-containitil trap.

Second,' we have already demonstrated that the simple duility rOel. does

not apply to black males. As for teenagers, the model can only suggest

that the kinds of jobs available to young, inexperienced labor market

entrants,are limited, not that people'who begin work atyoung.ages never

climb the relative status ladder.
17

D. than Capital Models

;

In testing human capital models we must maintain the distinction

between those that focus exclusively on schooling and those that emphasize

on- the -job training. As wi:observedearlier, the basic sobooling.models

generate (im)mobility expectations similar to those of class discrimination

models; thus, they fail to account for the mobility patternswe have docu-

mented. Even if we respond to Taubman's suggestion that it may take a few

years for workers to find their appropriate human capital slots, the model's

predications are still incompatible with actual experience. This can be

seen in Table 5, which depicts the mobility experiences unique to each

cohort. According to Taubman's argument, very little mobility should be

experienced by workers over the age of twenty-five. But examination of

Table 5 clearly indicates that mobility is a pervasive phenomenon for all

age cohorts, despite the fact that rates of mobility (as measured by

17
The workers in our sample who were aged 16-19 in 1957 experienced

extremely high upward mobility over the ensuing fourteen years, rising an
average of 9.1 ventiles in the aggregate (not cohort-specific) earnings
distribution.



Table 5. /ntracohort Nobility 4easures, by Cohort and Race

1957
Cohort

'dean dean

- .

Algebraic Absolute
Change " Change

Percent
amobile

total black total black total black

16-19 -5,60 -8.79. 6.49 .9.09 .17 , .06 . 3547 total
(5.72) (5.10) (4.68) (4:55) 198 blacks

-.
.

'.2020-24 - .56 -2.03 5.23 4.43 .23 1109
(6.50) (5.16) (3.89) , (3.33) 1Q64

25-29 - .70 - .74 .4.46 342 .24 .26 13401

(5.81) (4.87) (3.79) (3.11)
.

1152

30-34 - .48 - .00 3.79 3.41 .31 .33 13509'''

(5.18) (4.60) (3.56) (3.09) 1130

35-39 - .74 - .16 3.68 3.08 .33 .35 12672
(5.06) (4.13) (3.55) (2.76) 990

40-44 - .85 .07 3.62 3.08 i.35 .37 '11028

. (5.04) (4.22) (3.60) (2.88)
1

922.

45-49 -1.00 .13 3.72; 3.28 .35 .35 8231
(5.18) (4.46) (3.74) (3.02) 670

mote: Standard deviations in parentheses

alb q

ea 9, I ,

4$

044

q t,
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percent immobile or mean absolute change) tend to decline with age: Indeed;

the table demonstrates that extensive intracohort mobility continues right

up to the point of retirement, with only one-third of our oldest cohort

remaining immobile between the age of 45-49 (in 1957) and 59-63 (in 1971);

Thosethuman capital models that emphasize on-the-job training

investments fare much better in'predicting our'observed patterns of mobility.

When we use the prediction of all Pi
k=

.05,-we find that the model correctly

predicts over half (54.8 percent) of our observations. If we restrict our- 1

selves to the broad middle range of the distribution, cutting off the highest"-'

and lowest two ventiles, the 'goodness of fit' rises to 60.5 percent. On

either basis, it appears that the OJT model of human capital development

derives considerable support from the data.

V. Cyclical Factors

It is possible that the high rates of mobility, we have obieived

are sensitive-to. Our choice of base and terminal years. On the one hand;

we might anticipate that the extent of mobility will be affected by the

duration of our observatio'n period. On the other hand, we might expect

that the particular base or terminal year chosen, regardless of the duration'

of the observationveriod, will influence our mobility measures. This

second .concern could be :especially relevant to our sample, as the economy:*

experienced a modest recession near the end of our observation period.

Accordingly, we need to consider the possibility that cyclical factors

have distorted our perceptions.

Those who postulate rigid segmentation in relative earnings distri-

butions have no reason to anticipate that the extent of mobility will

47
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increase with the duration of the observation period. But the one model

that does a reasonably good job of prediction on our basic sample, namely

the on-the-job training variant *f human capital models, does imply, such

a relationship. And in fact, we find that our mobility measures ammo-

sitive to thenueber of years that elapse between initial and terminal.

observations.- If we -restrict .ourselves to the first ten years of4he

observation period, i.e., to 1957-1967, we find that r intreases,from

.150 to'.I87, that the mean absolute move decreases from 4.22 to,3.54

ventiles, and the proportion of immobile workers.locreages from Z9 to 34 .

percent. Woreover,ithe decrease in umbility.is,.experienced by all ventiles

and age cohorts.

The increase in mobility that results from adding four years to

the 1957-1967 period may be due to the cyclical factors mentioned above,

however. To test this hypothesis we can compare mobility rates for the

periods 1957-1967 and 1962,-1971.
19

If the latter period evidenced signif i

cautly more mobility than the former, then the possibility of cyclical

distortions would have to be taken seriously. But that. is not the case.,

The correlation coefficient for the 1962-1971period is .192 (vs. .187),

the mean absolute move is 3.67 (vs. 3.54) and the proportion immobile is

35% (vs. 34%). Accordingly, there is no evidence that our measures of

mobility are seriously inflated by cyclical factors unique to the terminal

year chosen:

s.

19
The use of 1962 rather than 1961 is dictated by our early

formating of the basic data file into five -year observation periods; this

does not influence our conclusions, here, however, as we shall note.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

The, longitudinal eirdings data reviewed in this paper unambiguously.
4,

demonstrates. that individuals are highly mobile across relative positions 1*.

in the earningsdistributitsn. Such mobility does not result primarily frOs0..-!..

the simple -phenomenon of aging (gaining -years-of-, experience)', ,but instead

is manifest -within narrowldefined age cohorts. Moreover-04h rates of
r

mobility are_common to all age cohorts, suggesting that relative earnings

' u4.
mobility is a phenomenon that continues throughout, one's working life.

h

71

Naturally, models of labor market behavior that imply-high rates, : .

of individual mobility will find the greatest support in our observations. "t
.

.

Of the models reviewed, the on-the-job training (OJT) variant of human ,

capital models stands out in this regard, expliining more than half of

our,observations. iuwever; because other models, particularly ones that ,

distribute relative positions randomly (by "luck" or "chance") are. equally
- se

good at "explaining" observedpatterns, we cannot conclude that the OJT

model 1.a-uniquely verified. What we can argue, though, is that the OJT

model is far. superior in predicting actual:earnings-experiences than either

the dual labor market model and its variations or even the human capital

model variant that stresses schooling as the prime form of investment.

The modest declines in mobility rates observed for,older -cohorts may be

due to schnoling_affects ors: segmentation, of courser-but could-also result..

if OJT opportunities decline .or are-more. frequently ;rejected-- as

" 7- r,

workers- age: O.

Our evidence.is not strong enough, however, to .reject completely

alternative explanations of labor market outcomes. Although, for example,

it is clear that models of pervasive stratification_(on-whatever basis) are
7
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not likely candidates for general descriptions oUthe labor market, they

may still play important roles. The lower mobility of black workers, for

example,; is obviously consistent with such models, as is the .tendency toward

lower mobility in the highest and ltiiest ventiles. The:Widence'on tilackm

is particularly disturbing as it not-only suggests differential constraints

on mobility but also that black workers already assimilated into the labor

market by1957 failed to receive anyrelative benefits over the'subsequent '

fourteen years, a period which spanned extensive civil rights 'and equal

opportunity activity.

The concept of relative earnings mobility provides a new and'

perhaps comprehensive perspective for assessing labor market iddels'and

behavior. But it. cannot yet.answer all the questions we might"likAto ask."

To distinguish still more reLtably-emong alternative 'earnings nio-defitcre ""

have to awmmadditional research' questions. In particular, We'need:to

examine the relationship between earnings mobility and job experience: If '

on-the-job training is an important explanation of relative earnings Mobility,

then mobile workers should have distinctive firm- end industry-attachment ''

patterns. In the same vein, it is possible that models of relative enrniiiis "'

rigidity are consistent with models of earnings mobility, at leastinsofir

as the former.explain the experiences of firm (industry) stayers and teir

latter explain the. experiences of firm (industry) leivers: 4-dita file

capable of responding to this .suggestion is under construatiat acid will be

the subject of a subsequent paper.

AS
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THE IMPACT OF PRIVATE PENSIONS ON FIRM ATTACHMENT

By Bradley R. Schiller and Randall Weiss*

The decision of a worker to remain with a particular employer depends

on a kaleidoscope of economic, sociological and psychological factors;

Economists naturally emphasize the monetary factors inthat equation and

posit that firm attachment depends on a comparison of rewards within-and"

outside .the firm: workers will remain with a particulir employer onlyioa

long7w.the,pecuniary rewards of staying exceed the pecuniary rewards -of"

leaving. Deviations from this expectation ("statistical noise ") arantici-.

pated, of course, particularly in the presence of noncompetitive barriers

to mobility, incomplete information, differentials in nonpecuniary rewards,

or the most troublesome phenomenon of irrationality.
, lia

An increatingly important dimension of the comparative rewards to

firm attachment is fringe benefits, particularly private pension plans. Not

only are pensions becoming an increasing proportion of total compensation,)

but they have been the recent focus of national legislation (The Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 197k) designed to assure greater security
. .

$

of pensicm,benefits. In view of these developments, it seems likely that

*University of Maryland. Financial support for this study was pro-
vided by the Office of Research and Development, U.S. Manpower Administration
and the University of Maryland's Computer Science Center; Donald Snyder and
Shelley Lapkoff provided invaluable assistance in collecting and sorting the
data on private pension plans, while John Wary and- William T. Suttonle0Misted
in programming and data processing.

ITrOm 1950 to 1970 contributions to private. retirement plans grew
from 1.7 to 3.3 percent bf private sector wages and salaries, while coverage
increased from 25 to 45 percent of all private wage and salary workers. See
Walter W. Kolodrubets, "two Decades of Employee-Benefit Plans, 1950.4970s
A Review," Social Security Bulletin, April 1972. Because of the lack of
full funding by employers of their future pension liabilities, pension bene-
fits are more important to workers than the 3.3Z figure suggests.;
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pension benefits will become an increasingly important determinant of firm

attachment and therewith the efficiency of labor markets and even the size

of the labor force itself.
2

The objective of this paper is to provide some

perspective on these issues by examining the impact of specific pension plan

characteristics on firm attachment patterns.
3

.

This paper is organized in five parts. First, we outline the prin-
..

cipal features of. pension plans. We then briefly describe a general model

of firm attachment *n which the salient features of pension plans play an
,

important part. In the third section we describe the basic data,sources

available for testing hypotheses generated by this model: reported pension

plan characteristics for 177 of the largest private firms and Social Securityt

earnings records for individuals who have worked for those same firms. We

then describe alternative strategies for carrying out such tests and the

empirical results that emerge. Finally, we attempt to assess the impact of

our findings for related theory and policy. What we ultimately demonstrate

is that specific featureii of pension plans (paiiicularly vesting, earnings

replacement, and early' retirement options) strongly inflUence workers'

attachment decisions:

2Many observers have taken note of the continuing ddcline in labor
force participation rates of older workers, a phenomenon to which both,publie
and private pension plans have likely contributed. The decline in participa-
tion rates for men over age 44 that has occurred since 1955 alone accounts
for afive percentreduction in the size of the.male labor force.

: .1We should.notd.that very little research has been done on this ques-
tion, du,largely to, a: lack of adequate data. Taggert attempted to gauge
the impact of private pension plans on firm attachment by studying the cor-
relation between industry turnover and industry coverage; not surprisingly,
his (macro) results were insignificant (Robert Taggert, "The Labor Market
Impacts of thePrivate Retirement System," A Study prepared for the Joint
Economic .Committee, U.S. Congress, October 30, 1973). Parties has' used his

longitudinal sample of older men to estimate the impact of pension coverage.
and the amount of related benefits on'the retirement-decision of individual:..
workers and found both to be highly significant (Herbert.Parnes, et al., liva

Pre-Retirement Years: Vol. 4. Columbus, Ohio: Center for Human Resource...,

Research, December, 1974).
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I. Basic Features of Pension Plans

The most important features of pension plans are those relating t6

,vesting, retirement ages, and benefit formulas. Vesting refers to the attaib6*

sent of irrevocable, rights to later pension benefits. Once vested,' a worker

can leave a firm and still collect pension benefits when he readhethe

eligible retirement age. The size of those benefits will depend on his

actual years of service with the firm, his salary during that period, and

the benefit formula in effect at that time. Typically, a worker becomes

vested after working a specified number of years for one firm; should he

leave the firm before that time he is not vested, and thus foresakes accunu-

lated pension credits.
4

The size of pension benefits ultimately paid depends on the benefit

formula, usually a function of years of service and earnings. A common

formula takes the form B kYE where B is the monthly retirement benefit

(typically constant during the retirement period), k is a constant, I refers

to years of service, and E is earnings (usually terminal or career average).

Even when other formulas are used, retirement benefits usually increase with

Y, due not only to increases in E, but also to periodic upward adjustments

of It (or its equivalent in alternative formulas).

The last important structural features of pension plans are the age

and years of service at which a worker becomes eligible for early or normal

retirement. At normal retirement, defined in terns of age and/or years of

service, a worker can leave his job and start to receive his full pension

benefit. In most companies, the worker must leave his job at normal retire-

ment eligibility, since it is also the time at which retirement is "mandatory"

(permission is required to stay) or "automatic" (no such permission can be

granted). In any case, the size of monthly benefits rarely increases with

any years of service accrued after the normal retirement age. Most companies

also define a status called early retirement, at which a worker becomes

eligible for benefits, again oa the basis of age and years of service, at

4
Some firms provide for "partial" or gradual vesting as the years

of service required for full vesting accumulate, but this is not common.

5i3
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some point before the normal retirement age. If so eligible, the worker can

leave his job and receive a pension benefit; the early retirement benefit is

lower than the normal one, however, because accumulated years of service are

fewer and because companies often actuarially reduce'the benefit to take it-
. .,

count of the longer expected life span over which it will be received.

a:,
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U. The Basic Model

As suggested above, our basic model of firm attachment is predicated

on utility maximisation in the labor market. In particular, we assume that

(1) a worker will compare the expected discounted value (EDV) of firm attach-

ment to the EDV of alternative opportunities and (2) that the probability of

voluntary exit from the firm is directly altered by that comparison. The

critical components of EDVare the anticipated stream(s) of wage payments

and the anticipated stream(s) of pension benefits. Thus, our basic model

can be expressed as:

PE f REDWa + EDPa) (EDWC + EDPc)1 TC

where PE refers to the probability of leaving (exiting) the current employer,

EDW to the expected discounted value of wage streams, EDP to the expected

discounted value of pension benefit streams, the subscripts a and c to

alternative opportunities (including retirement) and the current job, re-

spectively, and TC to job transfer costs. Hence, variables which enhance

EDW
c
or EDP

c
(or increase TC) should lower the probability of exit, while

variables which enhance either EDW
a

or EDP
a

(or decrease TC) should increase

firm exit. What interests us here, of course, is the potential for EDP to

alter attachment decisions.

The major determinants of EDWC, EVW
a
, EDP

c
and EDP

a
for an individual

worker are described in Table 1. In defining these variables we assume the

worker compares two specific alternatives: (i) remaining with his current

employer until "normal" retirement, at which time he can collect pension

benefits, and (ii) exiting from the firm either to retire or to take another

job, retiring therefrom at 65.
5

EDW
c

is the second term in Table 1; wages

in the current job are expected to increase at the annual rate gc and are

5
We ignore the probability of death before retirement because almost

all pension plans pay death benefits to survivors. Even if the worker does
not live to collect his pension, his family will receive something.
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a

= expected wage and pension in alternative job Y
1

= current accrued years of service

Ed = education

A = age

R = race

0 m occupation

L = location
Y
N

= expected years of service at normal
g = expected growth rate in wages of alternative job retirement

F = 1 if currently eligible for retirement
benefits,' = 0 if not currently eligible

P(V) = probability of vesting

V = years until vesting

K = constant

c, r = discount rate

U = unemployment rate

W
1

= current wage

g
c

= expected growth rate of wages in current job

N = age at "normal retirement," as specified
in current pension plan

R(V)' = 1 if vested, 0 = if not vested

B
1
(14 Y

1
) = annual pension benefit for worker who

retires in current year with last wage
equal to Wi and Yl years of service

E = early retirement age, as specified in current
pension
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discounted at the rate r. The income term W
a
, which determines EDW

a
(term (1)),

depends on human capital characteristics and labor market structure.

The value of the stream of pension benefits EDPa available to a

worker who leaves his present employer depends on his eligibility for in-

nmdiate benefits and his vesting status. If the worker is not immediately

eligible for benefits but has achieved vesting status in his present job, then

he will later receive retirement benefits from his current employer even if

he exits now. Note, however, that according to term (3a) those benefits'no

longer increase at the rim,
c
, but are instead fixed by the benefit formula

in effect at the time he exits. What makes this quantity (term (3a))

interesting and analysis of pension impact so complex -- is that vesting

tends to be an all-or-nothing affair; EDPa increases abruptly at vesting

(whereupon R(V) 2, 1), thereby lowering the comparative value of EDVc and

increasing the probability of exit. In view of the fact that vesting require-

mats typically include at least ten years of service, this abrupt discontinuity

in comparative EDVs is likely to have a significant effect on attachment pat-

terns.
6

The alteinative formulation of.EDPa (term (30) recognizes that when

the worker is immediately eligible for benefits, they need not be discounted

up to the normal retirement age.

Term (4a) requires some explanation. The worker knows bait 4any years

of service he will have accrued by the time he becomes eligible for normal

retirement (%). We assume that he estimates his own future annual benefit

by projecting current benefit levels into the future, with an assumed benefit

growth rate equal t o g e. The expected annual benefit thus will be

B1(W1, Y
n
) (1 + g )N-A.' If we assume that. the worker will live until age 80,

then the value at age N of the retirement benefits will be:

6
A numerical illustration shows that this term can be sizeable. A

rubber worker who becomes vested (after ten years of service) and who than
leaves the firm is eligible to start collecting an annual pension benefit of
$660 at age 62. Assuming that the man is 40 years old, has a 6% discohnt
rate, and expects to live until he is 80, this benefit has a present value
of $1983.
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If the worker is vested, then the current value (at age A) of these benefits

is:

1

.

80 B1(W1, YN). (1 + gc
)

(i+r)N-A i=N (l+r) iyN

If the worker is not ,vested, then he, values these benefits by multiplying
,

this term by thelrobability of vesting.(P(v)), which is assumed ,to depend

negatively on. the number of years until vesting will be attained (v).

The last term (4b) is an attempt to estimate the value of the' early

retirement option to workets who are not yet eligible for benefits. This

may be of value to the worker both because he may take advantage of the

earlier liqUidity of his pension asset 'and because benefits are often not

subject to full actuarial'reduction. Although it is difficult to value this

option, we will assume that it is proportional to the' value of the pension

benefits the'individuaIWould receive during the years betwee'digibility

for early and normal retirement. of la

All thd terms in Table 1 can be substituted back into equation (1).

The expected effect of each' on the probability of exit ieindicatectitCelie

last column of Table 1. Thus higher alternative earnings should have eposi14.

tive effect on exit, and the size of the effect increases With the number of

years between present age and age 0, The second term indicateethaVeurrent'

wage should have 'e negative effect, whialiall'indreane with.thenilber of

years between present age andorial retirement age and with"the growth rate

of wages on the current job. A. high probability ofvesting and high benefit

levels at retirement (44 will also decrease the probability of leaving, but

high vested benefits (3a) will increase this probability. For vested worterliii

for whom both R(V) and P(V) are equal to 1,theerowth of the pension benefit'

with time and years of service (the difference betwden (3a) and(4a)) beco(mee

the crucial variable; the larger this growth, the less likely it is thit the
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vested worker will leave. The effect of the early retirement option (4b)

depends largely on the number of years over which these extra benefits may

be colleCted.

For those workersa.lready eligible for early retirement, a high level '

of benefits will make the worker more likely to leave, but this effect can bi

offset by a rapid rate of increaft-in benefits as further years of iirliiceek

"wage rates increase, o simply by higher current waiei.

Availability, of Social Security benefits can easily be incorporated

into the analysis. An individual who is eligible for Social Security "early

retirement" benefits but not yet eligible forpriyate pension, benefits COM-

pares the value of the Social Security benefits plus future pension benefits

if he retires now to the value of future wage income and future pension and

Social Security benefits if he retires at 65 or later. In either case the

present value of the Social Security benefits is approximately the same, but "

the availability of the benefits is clearly worth something. This value Is

probably proportional to the Social Security benefits he would.receive.between

now and the peniion plants normal retirement age. Suppose, for a moment,

that the annual benefit was approximately proportional to current wages with

coefficient d. The Worth of the availability would be related to:

(l+r-gc)
N-A

d U
1

(r-gc) (14m -gc)il -A

Note that the fractional part of this expression is equal to that of tern (2)

in Table 1. Adding them together gives:

(1+r-a )
N-A

(d-1) Wi

(r-g ) ')
N

c

Thus the coefficient of this terra should be smaller (in absolute value) after

eligibility for Social Security early'retirement.7

7In fact, Social Security benefits are.a larger proportion of wages for
those with low earnings than for those with high earnings, so that this effect

should be nonlinear. That is the effect of term (2) on exit for those eligible
for Social Security benefits should be lower at low wage levels, since d is
higher. In addition, the first term in (1) is extremely limited, due to the

earnings tests that condition Social Security benefits. If the individual is

eligible for Social Security normal retirement, i.e., 65 or older, the analysis
is the same except that the coefficient of U should be even smaller.

3 6 3b
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So far, our discusiion has been couched totally in monetary terms, and

we have assumed"that all the terms in Table 1 can simply be added together.

For several reasons, however, this may not be entirely appropriate. Utility

maximizing individuals respond to simple present values only in the context

of perfect capital markets, which can be used to rearrange income streams in

accordance with desired consumption streams. But neither pension benefitsnor

wages can be used as collateral for borrowing. Consequently, a discounted)

dollar of pension benefits may have a different value than a dollar in wages.'

Also, the receipt of wages requires the expenditure of :leisure, while the

receipt of pension benefits does not. For both these reasons, then, we cannot

anticipate that workers will respond in a petfectly linear fashion to the

various monetary incentives described in Table 1.

Predictions

Although the model'described in Table 1 is not fully deterministic, it

should provide a solid basis for predicting the effects of changes in pension

plan provisions on the probability. that workers stay with the firm, holding

age constant. Unfortunately, such predictions cannot be generated by a series

of partial differentiations, as our model, includes several discontinuous

variables (e.g., R(V)). However, they can be generated by examining changes

in the relevant terms. What we discuss now are the effects-on firm exit of

changing the early retirement age, the normal retirement age, the benefit

level, and the age of vesting. None of these variables appear in the first

term, so it may be ignored.

Let us first consider .the effect of lowering the normal retirement age,

holding other things constant, on the exit probability of an individual of a

certain age. The second term will decrease since the individual's expected

working life is shortened, and term (3a) will increase if the individual is

vested and not yet eligible for benefits. The term (4b) will decrease because

the time span over which the individual will have the option of either drawifig

benefits or working will be shortened (we are assuming no parallel lowering:

of the age for early retirement). In firms with no early retirement option,
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lowering the age of normal retirement will mean that some individuals who

would not have been immediately eligible for benefits are (that is more

individuals will have non-zero (3b) terms). Taken together, then, terms (2),

(3a), (3b),:and (4b) all diwinish the comparative desirability of continued

firm attachment. Term (4a) , however, tai 11 increase, thus lowering the proba-
.

bility of exit, because the length of time during which the Individual will

be retired and drawing benefits will increase. This is partially offset,

however, by the smaller annual benefit the worker will be able to draw be-

cause of fewer years of service and fewer years of growth in the benefit level.

Accordingly, the overall impact on exit rates of lowering the normal retirement

age is not clear simply from an analysis of the signs of the various terms:

the levels must be analyzed, too.

Changes in the early retirement age have a much more clearcut impact

than changes in the normal retirement age, partly because they affect only

three terms -- (3a),. (3b), and (4b). The effect picked up,by (3a) and (3b)

will be relevant only for the oldest age groups: raising the early retirement

age will mean that some individuals will lose immediate eligibility for retire-

ment benefits and will thus be less likely to leave the firm. For the other

groups, however, the tern (6b) increases because of the shortening of the

length of time during which the individual may have the option of drawing

early retirement benefits. Nate, however, that this'shortening of the tine

span may be somewhat offset by the additional annual benefit resulting from

greater years of service and general growth in benefit levels. In any case,

raising the early retirement age for this younger stoup will make them more

likely to leave the lira.

Changing vesting requirements will affect terms (3a), (4a) and (4b).

Raising the age of vesting for workers of a given age will decrease the values

of terns (4a) and (4b) by lowering the probability of vesting and thus the

value which workers put on future pension benefits. At the same, time, however,

raising the age of vesting will decrease term (3a) since R(V) will be equal to

0 for a greater number of workers. Pot workers for whom the new vesting age

is close to their current age, this decrease will outweigh the decreases of

63



(4a) and,(4b), so that their ties to the firm will be increased.. For younger

workers, however, raising the vesting age will decrease the relative attrac-

tiveness of the current job.

The last pension feature which we consider in this section is the

benefit level. Intuitively, increases in the benefit level should increase

the desirability of leaving the firm for those immediately eligible for bene-

fits and decrease it for others, and the equation partially confirmsthii.'

For those currently eligible for early retirement benefits, an increase in

the benefit level increases the value of what is currently available (3b),

but it also increases the valve of what will be available if the worker waits

until normal retirement age (4a). If the gain in benefit level with years of

service is sufficiently rapid, then (4a) could be greater thah (3b), in which

case a general increase in the benefit level could decrease the incentive for

leaving the firm. For those not immediately eligible for benefits, the

!eneral increase in benefit level will be certain to increase the desirability

of the current job since the increase in (4a) will always be larger than the

increase in (3a). In addition, (4b) increases when the:benefit level

increases,
8

Workers who are about co be forced out of the jobsby automatic re-

tirement have no elternactve; they will be removed from our sample because

they are not part of the probabtlistie model we ate dealing with. Their

turnover will be counted, however, when the total imect of pension plans is

assessed.

We should emphasize that the complexity of our predictions is at-

tributible to the unique structural features of most private pension plans.

In the typical American plan, the expected.discounted value of pension bene-

fits (EDP) varies unevenly over a worker's career. The holding power of

8
It should be emphasized that this discussion is relevant only for

proportionate increases in benefits that do not change the structure of the
benefit formula. If these patterns are changed, of course, additional
analysis of the effects would be required.
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private pension plans is especially strong just before vesting and in the
. .

feu years prior to retirement el4ibility, and our analysis is designed to

capture this effect on firm attachment patterns. We should note, however,

that plans could be designed to eliminate such discontinuities, e.g., by

making the increase in EDP
c

a fixed proportion of wages with immediate full

vesting.

7
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III. -The Data

In order to develop empirical estimates of the impact of private

pension plans on firm attachment we must be able to identify the plans as-

sociated with specific firms, and to measure the extent of firm attachment

(or employee exit) over time. To satisfy these needs we have drawn on two

basic data sources: (1) the U.S. Department of Labor's file of private

pension plans and (2) Social Security Administration (SSA) records of

individual earnings.

The pension files are maintained by the Labor and Uanagement Services

Administration (LUSA.) of the U.S. Department of Labor and contain detailed

information on the provisions and status of all private pension plans covering

100 or more workers. By law (the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act

of 1958), firms are required to report all significant changes in such plans,

thus continuously updating the file. From this file we have selected those

plans offered by 177 large firms, chosen on the basis of size and availability

of pension plan data. The firms range in (1970) size from 550,000 domestic

employees (General ilotors) to 11,200 employees (Rohr Industries), nearly all

of them on Fortune's lists of the largest companies. For each firm we have

identified the major provisions of its plan(s) as of 1970, as well as noting

major changes prior to that time. Where more than one pension plan was offered

by a firm, we focused on the major plan (in terms of coverage) while identi-

fying structural differences among alternative plans.
9

The pension plan provisions which we have tabulated include the age

and service requirements for vesting, early and normal retirement, the presence

af-automatic retirement, the formula relating the amount of pension benefits

to the worker's years of service and salary, the contributory status (21.-the-----

plan, and any supplemental or optional plans to which the employes may

contribute.

9
It is quite common for large firms to have separate plans for hourly

and salaried employees, although the major structural features are often
similar. In a later section of this paper we distinguish among the plans
offered by a single firm.
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Ue have used the Social Security Administration's (SSA) earnings

records to identify employees of the firms in our sample. Specifically, we

have used SSA's one-percent LEE1 {Longitudinal Employer-Employee Data) file

to identify one percent of all the male employees who rorked for our sample

firms at any time during the period 1957-71. For workers whose earnings are
. .

greater than the Social Security payroll tax base in any given year, the data

contains an estimate of annual earnings derived from earnings Li the'quarter

before this ceiling was reached. Thus, we can count the numbir of years that

a worker has been employed, by his current employer and the amount of wages he

was paid each year. In addition, information is given on the age and race of

the worker and the industry and county of the employer.

.

Prom the group of workers employed at any time by one of our sample

firms we have eliminated those with only marginal attachmeht. _In particular;

we restrict our inquiry to those workers for whom one of our sample firms was

the major employer (as gauged by wages paid) in at least one year of the ob-

servation period and who accumulated at least one full year of the experience

with that employer. These criteria are intended to eliminate from consider-

ation those short-term employees for whom pension-plan provisions are likely

to be irrelevant. Our resultant sample includes approximately 60,000 workers.

The dependent variable in our analysis is the annual firm exit rate.

This is obtained from the LEED file by noting when a worker stops receiving

wages from one of our sample firms. Our determination of exit in year a is

based on-observing (1) a worker changing major employer-in pear n or (2) no

evidence of employment in year :2+1 with his (unchanged) major employer.

A potential important problem with the SSA data should be mentioned

at this point. Although our theoretical discussion has concerned the motives

for voluntary job changing by workers, our data does not distinguish between

voluntary and involuntary turnover (quits and layoffs). In general, this

should not be a great problem, however. A study by Hall (11M, 1972:3) of

men aged 45 to 54 indicate6 that job changers are more than twice as likely

OD have quit than to have been laid off. On the other hand, firms may find

it profitable to lay off workers who are just about to become vested in order

(pi
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to minimize pension costs. Of course, this would lower workers' estimates of

the probability of vesting {P(V)), and lead them to put very little value on

pension benefits in assessing the advantages of staying in their current job.

This data problem, rather than a deficiency of the model, could be responsible

for a finding that unvested workers are not influenced by pension plans. In

unionized firms, seniority rules governing layoffs make this practice unlikely,

so the unionization data we describe below will help ninimize the influence

of this problem.

To determine the extent of unionization within each firm, we have

used U.S. Department of Labor files to construct estimates of the number of

union members in each of our firms. Combining this information with employ-

ment figures from Fortune and other sources we can estimate the percentage

of employees in.each firm who are union members for the late years of our

sample. We also link industry information from the LEED file with Fuchs's

(1968) industry unionization figures, since the power of a union in raising

its members' wages above those of non-unionized firms is likely to depend on

industry, as well as firm, union coverage (Rosen (1969)).

A second constraint imposed on our model-testing by tie data set is

the lack of information on alternative wage opportunities (EDWa). The LEED

data file contains no information on a worker's education or occupation,

variables that might be used to estimate EDWa. Accordingly, we are led to

draw on census crosstabulations of industry, occupation, and education to

approximate EDila in our later tests.
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IV. Empirical Tests and Findings

Although our data sources are unusually rich, thmy do not com-

pletely meet the requiremenovof our underlying model. Accordingly, we

employ several different strategies in seeking to confirm our basic hypo-

theses. Our .tactical approach is to sequenially trade off sample site

for increasing precision of data specifications. Thus, we begin our

analyses by examining firm and cohort -- specific characteristics for our

entire sample,of 177 firms and 60,000 workers, an exercise that yields pre-

liminary estimates of the relationship between pension-plan characteristics

and firm attachment. Subsequent reductions of the sample are necessitated

by our attempts to focus on individual, rather than firm-average exit rates

and to satisfy more completely all the restrictions of our model. As each

test is designed to address one or another limitation of the data set, their

cumulative impact served to bolster confidence in the findings that emerge.

A. Firm Exit Rates, Cross-section

Our first test of the basic model uses qbservations on individual

firms; our dependent variable is the firm's 1966 exit rate for workers of

specified age cohorts. Exit rates in our sample varied widely around the

overall meta of 10.78 percent, as Table 2 indicates. On the one hand, of

course, there is tremendous variation across age cohorts, with the youngest

and oldest cohorts exhibiting the greatest exit tendencies. But there is

also tremendous variation across firms in cohort-specific rates as evidenced

by the very high standard deviations. It is the latter kind of variation

that we seek to explain with Test A.

FOr the purposes of this first test we have constructed a series of

dummy variables to represent the major features of each firm's pension plan.

As our underlying model suggests, we focus on the availability of vesting,
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. 4.- Table 2. Cohort-Specific Rates, 1966

16y

Cohort

Firm-Specific Exit Rate

Mean
Standard
Deviation

under 35 18.52 ,10.60,

35 -.:39 8.33 10.05

40- 44 6.11 ,8.06

45 ;54 4.86 5.27

55 - 61 5.66 8.28_

62 - 64 16.63 20.84

65+ 54.54 35.20:
I . 1V

Total 10.78 5.68

$

I

7 2

.
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the age of normal retirement, the availability of an early retirement option,

pension benefit levels, and the earnings replacement rate. Table 3 ddscribes

these variables andsummarixes the expectations generated by our model. Note

that we use a plus sign to indicate factors that encourage exit (discourage

73
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. Plan Provisions

EV: early vesting avail-
able before age 401

SV: standard vesting;
available between ages 40-44

LV: late vesting; available
only at age 45 or older

-.I EN: early normal; available
*Ii:- age 62 or less

4 MN: minimum normal; available
-- age 62-65 with short service

requirement

ER: early retirement option

AR: automatic retirement

BL benefit level

Table 3

Anticipated Effects on Firm Exit Rated

Age Cohort ;Number of
firmsunder

35 35-39 40-44 45-54 55-61 62-64 65+

-** - 0 0 0 0 0 27

-* -** 0 0 0 0 0 79

0 -* ..** 0 0 0 0 67

0 0 0 - - + + 20

0 0 0 0 - 0 + 142

0 0 0 - + + 0 189

0 0 0 0 0 0 + 84

0 0 0 -- - -. +

1
The dependent variable in each equation is the cohort-speCific exit rate for individual firms; see text
for explanation.

2Vesting requirements are expressed in terms of age, years of service, or some combination of both. To
standardize plans across firms we have converted service requirements into age equivalents by adding
service requirement to the observed average. age of firm entrants.
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attacament), a minus sign for mobility-inhibiting factors, and a zero for

factors that are unlikely to influence the attachment deciSion of'specific

cohorts. As implied by the basic parameters of our model, we expect the

effect of any particular pension-plan characteristic to vary with the age

of tae relevant cohort.

Our expectations for each of the included vesting variables is con-

ditioned on the alternative of no vesting (a situation which applies to

twenty of our sample firms). Thus, for example, we expect the availability

o early vesting (EV) to constrain the exit of the youngest cohort, as there

is as imminent pay-off to further attachment for this group, a reward that

would not exist in a no-vesting situation. Standard vesting (SV) should

have a similar effect, though not quite so signifiCant, as vesting is further

away. Finally, we would expect late vesting (1,V) to have the least con-

straining effect on the exit of this cohorMue to its remoteness in time.

have indicated the anticipated relative strength of these three vesting

options *with asterisks. Our expectations for other cohorts are similarly

designated.
10

Our expectations for early normal (EN) and minimum normal (.1a) pre

both conditioned on the alternative of standard normal retirement eligibility

at age 65 with more than ten years of service. Thus, both EN and dd reflect

more liberal eligibility for normal retirement benefits. daturally, we

expect then to inhibit the exit of those approaching relevant eligibility

ages and increase exit among those already eligible.

111
dote that we have hypothesized zero coefficients on SV for the

cohort aged 40-44 and Oh LV for the cohort aged 45-54. *This results from
the fact that many individuals in each of these cells will be very close
to vesting attainment (and thus strongly attached to the firm), thereby
offsetting the positive impact of vesting on exit for those individuals
within each cell who have attained vesting. Test 3 takes explicit account
of such infra -cell variation.

75
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71.

The expectatioas vis -a -vis early retirees g (ER) and autoMatic refire -
Bent (AR) provisions are gauged in relation to the absence of such provisions.

Finally, higher benefit levels are expected to exercise a magnetic effect on

workers until eligibility is achieved.

Pension provisions are not, of course, the only factors relevant to

firm attachment decisions that differ across our sample of firms. On the

contrary, we recognize that our sample firms differ in size, growth, level

of wages, degree of unionization, and in other ways that may affect firm

attachment.
11

Accordingly, we want to, control for as many of these factors

as possible in seeking to determine the' independent influence of pension

provisions. In our empirical tests, we thus include the following additional

variable's as explanations of firm-specific exit rates:

AO: Average wage

GO: Growth in firm's average wage, for specific cohort, 1965 to 1968

GE: Growth rate of employment, as measured by number of employees
in 1065 and 1969

R: Racial composition (proportion of blacks)

Ue should note that the availability of Social Security benefit is partially

controlled for by our specification of age'cohorts: workers in the cohort

aged 62-64 are those who may be eligible for early SSA retirement benefits;

those in the oldest cohort are eligible for full benefits.

Our first test of the pension model consists, then, of eight regres-

sions, each seeking to explain variations in cohort-specific exit rates

among our sample of 177 firms. 8ecause many of the firm- and cohort- specific

cells are quite small, we have endeavored to eliminate spurious variation

11
It should be noted that the existence of pension plans is highly

correlated with fire size, 'average wage, and unionization (see Emerson

Beier, "Incidence of Private Retirement Plans," donthly Labor Review,
July 1971). In effect, then, we are limiting ourselves to an analysis of
pefiaion-plan impacts among a unique subsample of all firms.

ti
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by weighting the cells by the number of individuals they contain. Table 4

summarizes the results of this effort. In general, the results confirm many

of our predictions, although they also include some inexplicable relation-

ships.

The vesting variables (CV, SV, and LV) tend to be the best performers,

in the sense of confirming our model's predictions. In general, the avail-

ability of vesting does appear to increase firm attachment as the last column

of Table 4 attests: vesting options reduce exit rates by three to four per-

centage points. Notice the cohort aged 35-39, in particular, where vesting

is imminent and appears to constrain firm exit significantly. This age

group may be of special importance, not only because they are approaching

vesting eligibility under many plans, but also because they are likely to be

at the career juncture where long-term commitments are being considered.

From this perspective, a drop in the firm exit rate amounting to six per-

centage points is not only statistically significant, but institutionally

important as well.

:that is disappointing about the vesting coefficients is their failure

to attain statistical significance for a couple of critical cohorts, par-

ticularly the 40-44 cohort. These workers are close to the "late vesting"

MO option, and would seem to be powerfully influenced by the calculation

of expected pension rights (EDP). If our results are reliable, they may

imply that workers make "final" firm and career commitments prior to this
OP.

age.

The most troublesome results reported in Table 4 are those relating

to "Early Normal'' (EN) , :Minimum Normal" (AN) and "Early Retirement" (ER).241.

EN refers to the availability of normarretirement benefits at age 62 or

less, tIN refers to their availability at age 62-65 with a relatively short

service requirement, while ER signals availability of reduced benefits at

earlier ages, chiefly 55-60. As our model suggests, we expect such provi-

sions to influence strongly the exit decisions of older cohorts. And in

this respect we are heartened by the findings that (1) ER increases exit

among workers aged 62-64 by over thirteen percentage points, and (2) ER

77
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Table 4

Regression Results,Test A
Independent
Variables Age Cohort

Totalunder 35 35-39 40-44 45-54 55-61 62-64 65+

Pension-related:

EV -4.06 -6.32** - .91 .48 .62 -11.77* 14.93 - 3.34*

SV -4.87* -6.09** -2.15 -2.27* -2.21 - 3.13 11,46 - 4.24**

LV -4.04 -3.40 - .08 - .97 - .91 - 4.35 10.64 - 2.93*

EN 9.55** 2.52 1.80 3.10** 2.42 13.12** 6.40 5.75**

MN 3.82** .95 .66 .97 .04 .19 7.17 2.41**

ER 26.39** 15.46** 11.17** 7.53** 5.9** 3.32 11.17 13.24**

AR .09 - .16 -1.22 - .34 -: .78 - 2.38 2.84 - .13

0.4 BL - .01 - .00 - .01 - .01 - .02* .02 .11* - .008**
73

Controls:

AW - .00 - .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00** -A .00

Gil .51 -1.70 - .24 .37 .68 2.63**
.

5.79* - .15

GE -2.09** - .82 - .69 - .76 -1.03 5.68* 4.69 - .91**

R .31** .04 .12* .05 .07 - .20 - .27 .20**

Constant: .00 1.51 -.55 -.22 -1.20 .23 -11.28 - .49

R
2

.52 .19 .16 .27 . .38 .55 .50 .55

Number of
firms: 177 175 173 175 173 150 111 177

* significant at .05 level

* **. significant at .03. level
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increases exit among eligible workers (aged 55-61) by nearly six percentage

points. What troubles us about these variables is the significance and
. i I

size of their coefficients for younger cohortS, for whom retirement age

provisions would seem to-b'e irreleVant.

The sizekd a firmtp (standardized) monthly retirement benefit

appears to have some impact on exit rates, in the expected direction.

ran the cohort aged 55-0, the promise of higher benefit levels 'appears

to restrain firm exit, by approximately .02 percentage points for every

dollar of increased benefits. Higher benefits have the opposite effect

on those already eligible for retirement, however, as witnessed by the

coefficient on BL for the 665+ cohort: apparently -, an added dollar of

monthly benefits increases the eXct rate of this cohort by $J. percentage

points.

Our control variables exhibit no consistent relationships across

individual cohorts, although there is a tendency for blacks to exit more

frequently than whites and for growing firms to retain a higher proportion

of their workers. The former relationship may be due to the fat that

blacks tend to be more restricted to industries and firms that exhibit

less employment stability or simply to the fieCthat they tend to act or

be treated differently in any given firm or industry.
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B. Individual Exit, Cross-section

Although test A provides considerable support for our basic model,

its specifications are far from perfect. A basic vtakness of Test A is

that it does not account for variation in the pension status of individual

cohorts. Yet it is likely that both interworker and interfirm variation

exists, thus interjecting considerable statistical noise into our results.

If we can account for such variation explicitly, we should be able to ob-

tain stronger results.

Ideally, We want to ascertain the exact pension status of an indi-

vidual by plugging his service and earnings history into the eligibility

and benefit formulas of his firm. We are constrained, however, by the

fact that the LEED employment record is only fifteen years in length and. .

provides no clues about"wOrk experience prior to 1957. In view of the

fact that service requirements for either vesting or normal retirement'

often equal or exceed fifteen years, this data limitation is serious.

The longitudinal limitations of our data can be circumvented to

some extent by limiting our observations to those firms with comparatively

short service requirements for vesting or retirement eligibility and con-

centrating on the later years of our observation period. A total of

78 fires in our sample have service requirements for vesting and normal

retirement of ten years or less. Accordingly, for the period 1968-1970

we cam detetuine whether or not any particular worker in these firms is

vested or not and whether or not he is immediately eligible for retirement

benefits. For individuals not so eligible, we can also estimate the fol-

lowing variables:

80
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11V: the *number of )4ars' until vesting'is attained

YTER: the number of years until early retirement

YTNR: the number of years until normal retirement eligibility

For all workers who have achieved vesting or retirement eligibility, these

variables are equal to zero; such workers are additionally identified as

being vested (IV), eligible for early retirement (lElt), or eligible for

normal retiremeint (INR).

The distinguishing featute of Test B, then, is our ability -to measure

the proxiiiii66of vesting (or eligibility) for individual workers, a measure'

which substitutes for the dummy variables used in Test A to represent a

fires pensionplan characteristics (and to approximate an individual's

pension plan status). As our basic model (Table 1) implies, we'anticipate

that the holding power of vesting (or retirement eligibility) proVisions

increases as years of service or age accumulate, at least until vesting

(or eligibility) is attained: Accordingly, we anticipate that the

proximity,of vesting (or eligibility) -- i.e., lower values of YTV, YTER,

and Yin -- will restrain exit rates. Such a finding would be consistent

with our Test A results, which suggest that more liberal vesting or

eligibility provisions reduce firm exit rates.

In testing the significance of these variables we have run separate

regressions for our total (sub)sample as well as for each :lie cohort,

using much the Barde control variables earlier employed. 'Note that we

continue to etnpldy the Firm's average pension' benefit (standardized for

$6,600 of base wages and thirty years' of service) as the only measure of '

pension benefits levels. We are compelled to do this because of our lack

of knowledge about years of accumulated service prior to 1957, thus, we

cannot compute total service or anticipated benefit levels for all the

81 g)
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individuals observed in Test B. We will overcome this constraint in our

next test by reducing the sample further, specifically to those who

entered one of our firms in 1957 or later. Note also that we have added

one potentially important control variable, namely the individual's

earnings (Ili) in the preceding year.

Table 5 displays the results of our second test, based on observa-

tions on 25,723 individuals employed by our subsample of 78 firms. Note

that we are using a dichotomous dependent variable in this test to indi-

cate whether or not an individual exited from a firm in each observation

year. Hence, the regression coefficients may be interpreted as the

changed likelihood of exit due to specific characteristics of the indivi-

dual or firm; the average exit rata--the naive probability of exit--

was 19.1 percent. The coefficients of principal interest in Table 5 are

those on 'ITV, YTER, YTNR, IV, TER, and IINR.

Beginning in the last column of the table, we may note that nearly

all of the pension-related variables are significant and consistent with

our expectations. Thus, for example, we find that the closer a worker

is to attaining vesting, the less likely he is to leave the firm: each

year closer to vesting status lowers the probability of exit by .67 per-

centage points. Once vesting is attained, however, there is no demon-

treble exodus from the firm, as the (insignificant) coefficient for IV

documents. As we noted in the discussion of our model, this latter re-

sult is quite explicable, so long as pension benefit formulas incorporate

fast-growing rewards to continued attachment (i.e. so long as gc is suf-
.

ficiently large).

82
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Table 5

Regression Results, Test B

Independent
Variables Aget Cohort

Totalraider 35 35-39 40-44 554 55-61 i62-64 65+

Pension-related:

YTV .0027**. .0060** - .0051* .0120** .0018 .1192 .0067**

TER -.0133** -.0047 - -.0044 -.0062** .0149* .0684. -.0027**

YTNR .0012 :0016 -.0032 .0027 '-.0037 -.0843* -.0249 .0032*

IV .0273 .0148 -.0282 -.0127 - .4528*

IER 411.410 .0769** -.1895 .1038**

INR m-a. 410.11..WOIP -.0415 -.1686 .27984Hf

BEN -.0005** -.0005** .0001 -.0002 * -.0005* -.0004 -.0025** -.0004**

Controls:

1W ('000s) -.0225** -.0005** -.0030** -.0003 .0013" -.0090** -.0043 -.00444ef

GW -.1445**- .0258 -.1037* -.0804 .0075 .0164 .40665**

GE .0382** .0048 .0212 -.0178 -.0532** -.0605 -.0033 .0168-**

R .0074 .0091 .0227 -.0067 .0047 -.0731 -.0670 .0120

Union .0101 -.0524* .0180 -.0045 -.0084 -.0752 .0483 -.0083

Age -.02124* -.0092 -.0039 .0157** -.0490 -.0713** -.0008

Constant: 1.5526** .5186 .7932* .4765* -..6446* 3.4987* 5.6219** .3334**

R2 .058 .017 .015 .010 .016 .048 .134 .033

N 8425 3146 3467 6667 3115 656 252 25,728

Mean Exit: .242 .165 .154 .144 .173 .303 .28 .191
(.428) (.371) (.361) (.351) (.378) (.460 (.4599) (.393)

* significant at .05 level ** significant at .01 level
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Examining differences across age cohorts, we find that the coefficient

on YTV is uniformly positive, and nearly always signi2icant. The largest

impact of YTV occurs in the 45-54 cohort,where every year closer to vest-

ing reduces the probability of exit by 1.20 percentage points. The attain-

ment of vesting itself (IV) appears to significantly affect the behavior

of only the 55-61 and 62-64 cohorts where vesting increases exit proba-

bilities substantially.

Our coefficients on YTNR and INR also support our basic hypotheses.

A worker who is many years from attaining normal retirement eligibility

is prone to exit from the firm, probably because he attaches low values

to surviving and/or staying with the firm until eligibility. As normal

retirement draws near, however, exit rates decline until normal retire-

ment eligibility is actually attained,'at which point the probability

of exit increases dramatically.

Proximity to early retirement (YTER) does not have the same kind

of exit-inhibiting effect as proximity to vesting (YTV) or normal re-

tirement (YNR), at least not for the sample as a whole. But YTER does

behave as predicted for the 55-61 cohort, for whom early retirement options

are most relevant. Indeed, the attainment of early retirement (IER)

increases exit substantially for this cohort.

The last pension-related variable included in Test B is the level

of typical firm-specific pension benefits (BEN). As anticipated, we find

that the promise of higher benefits tends to reduce firm exit for most

cohorts. To our surprise, however, we find that higher benefit levels

apparently inhibit exit among the oldest cohort as well.

Turning to our control variables, we find that higher wages (Iii)

clearly inhibit exit, as both our model and intuition suggest. Only

the middle two cohorts (45-54 and 55-61) are insignificantly influenced

L
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by 1W, their behavior being more directly affected by the proximity of

vesting and early retirement.

The rates of firmspecific wage and employment growth both affect

firm attachment, but in opposite directions. High rates of wage growth

are most important to the youngest cohort, which confronts the largest

period of future employment: here we find that an increase of one percen

tage point in the rate of wage growth reduces firm exit by .001 percentage

points. By contrast, higher rates of employment growth appear to dis

courage attachment among the young, a result we find surprising in view

of the fast that rapid firm expansion would seem to provide more opportunity

for upward mobility. We do find, though, that rapid employment grovith
i.

tends to inhibit exit among older workers (age 55-61), probably because

of the implied increase in managerial responsibilities and status.

Neither race nor union status appear to influence individual exit

probabilities. We are led to urge extreme caution in interpreting the

union variable, however, for three reasons. First, we have not identified

and individual's union status, but only the degree of unionization (in

percentage terms) for his firm. Second, we are skeptical about the

completeness of the union data obtained from Bureau of Labor Statistics

files. Third, many of those attributes of unions that might influence

firm attachment are explicitly incorporated in our model. To the extent

that unions have stimulated such pension related' characteristics, the

impact of unions on firm attachment may be understated.
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Myopia Hypothests

It is possible that pension provisions exert a still stronger influ-

ence on attachment decisions than the results of Table 5 imply, but not

in the rational, continuous manner hypothesized by Test B. In our des-

cription of the model we emphasized the discontinuity in comparative EDVs

that occurs at the moment vesting is achieved (due to the abrupt change

from R(V) = 0 to R(V) = 1 in our definition of EDPa). This implies that

our proximity variables (YTV, ITER, and YTNR) may, conceal Critical junctures

in the firm attachment decision; in particular, that we-should separate

out (1) those who are close to vesting (or eligibility). and (2) those

who have recently attained vested status (or eligibility). To do so, of

course, is to suggest a degree of myopia -- or irrationality -- in the

calculation of comparative EDVs. What we are suggesting is that'Workers

nay not give any thought to the loss of EDP bouhd up in firm exit.unless

they are very close to vesting (or eligibility). This suggests that the

relationship between YTV (or YTER or YTNR) and exit is nonlinear. It

may also be the case that the increase in mobility potential that Vesting

(or eligibility) implies, is also nonlinear, i.e., that workers lake.com-

parative EDV calculations only at critical junctures and not continuously
; . .

thereafter.

To examine this possibility we have substituted six additiodalvari-

ables into Test B, namely:

2YTV: individual within tow years of attaining vesting

2TPV: individual attained vesting within lat two.ieirs

UTER:
2YPR:

defined as above, with respect to early retirement

,2YTNRNR:.
defined as above, with respect to normal retirement2YE:

As noted earlier, the truncated:nature of the LEED record precludes

us from calculating total years of service for workers whose firm attach;

meat began prior to 1957. Accordingly, we cannot specify the above variables

for such workers, but must instead liiit our observations to those

workers who entered one of our sample firms in 1957 or later. Thus, our

myopia hypos thesis is tested on a subsample of the workers observed in

Test B; 16,271 individuals are included.

Table 6 displeyd the results of this test.

81.j
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Table 6

Myopia Test

Independent
Variables*

Cohort Aged 45-C4 Cohort Aged 55-61
Linear Test Myopia Test Linear Test Myopia Test

YTV .0103** .0189

ITER -.0033 .0031

YTNR .0088* .0027

IV .0295 .0178

IER ---- .0648

BEN -.0003 -.0003 -.0004 -.0004

2YTV 7:0291 -.0590

2YPV -.0286 -.0536

l'YTER
2

-.0260 -.0101

2YPER .0918*

R2 .011 .u07 .030 .029

N 2788 2788 1059 1059

87
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Note that we have displayed the results for only two cohorts and

omitted the coefficients for all control variables. Our purpose here is

simply to determine whether or not the myopia (nonlinear) variables pro-

vije a better expianation of firm attachment patterns than our earlier

(linear) pension variables. Apparently, this is not the case. Not only

do most of the myopia coefficients fail to attain statistical significance,

but they do not yield any higher explanatory power (R
2
) for the modal as

a whole.
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V. Summary and Conclusions

Our analysis of the relationship between pension plan characteristics

and firm attachment patterns clearly demonstrates that private pension

plans are an important insitiutional determinant of labor supply and ucil-

ilation patterns. In general, we have found that the promise of vesting

or (early) retirement eligibility or the promise of higher retirement

benefit levels tends to increase firm attachment (reduce exit) among those

who are approaching such status, while the attainment of retirement eli-

gibility and the immediate availability of higher retirement benefits

tends to diminish attachment (increase exit) among affected workers.

While it is difficult to summarize all of our findings for different

age cohorts and pension plan characteristics, it is worth noting that the

impacts we have identified are often quite substantial. We noted, for

example, that the firm exit rate for the 35-39 cohort falls by 6.09 per-

centage points when a standard vesting option (e.g., 40 years of age, with

10 years of service) is introduced into a previously no vesting situation.

Likewise, we also noted that every additional dollar of monthly retirement

benefits reduces the exit rate of the 55-61 cohort by .02 percentage points,

while it increases the exit rate of the 65+ cohort by .11 points. In

view of the fact that typical monthly benefits ranged from $75 to $330

per month for our sample, these influences on firm attachment may be very

large.

Our ability to draw inferences about general labor market behavior

from our study is limited by the nature of our sample, namely the largest

companies, which have at least some form of a pension plan. But if it

seems reasonable to suggest that if firm attachment decisions are signif-

icantly affected by differences in pension plan characteristics, then such

decisions are likely to be even more dependent on the existence of such

plans. That is to say, we have effectively limited our discussion to the

marginal changes in labor supply associated with pension plan changes;

presumably, the total impact of private pensions is much larger still.

What this implies is that the labor mobility required for productive.effi-

ciency may be seriously constrained by the institutional pehnomonon of

private pension plans.* hove to the point of current policy discussions,

* But it is also possible that dynamic efficiency is enhanced by the greater
security afforded both workers and employers, i.e., that the implied mutual
commitment expressed in pension plans increases a workertls productivity
and an employer's training efforts.
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we may also note that the more generous pension provisions now required

by law may further constrain ailocutive efficiency.

The macroeconomic Losses implied by pensions may be contrasted with

microeeonomic gains. Our findings also suggest, for exampleothat employers

can recover some or all of the costs associated with more generous pension

provisions through the implied reduction in employee turnover, at least

among prime-aged workers. We have also noted that desired reductions

in employee turnover can often be attained more cheaply through.the promise

of higher retirement benefits than through higher current wages.* Finally,

as our underlying model of rational, maximizing behavior implies, the

welfare of covered workers may be enhanced by more generous pension plan

provisions.

* The implied trade-off between wages and pension benefits is examined in
a separate paper.
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